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FOREWORD 

The National Commission on Labour appointed tb~ 
Study Group on Productivitv -and Inc-~ntive.~: .in its attempt to 
assess the application and 1 . G d .1 L"b and incen-

::OV:ic5c:::~,!" c~~~:~: lliiliowiilililflll ~lll,illll illliir":·~~: 
schemes. This was one o GIPE-PUNE-121555 ups set up 
by the Commission for c l:lf its ter:-· 
of reference. The Study Group was requ-ireO tO-analyse avail
able information and project ·its thinking on problems 
relating to productivity and incentives in the years to come. 

The views expressed in the report are the views of the 
Study Group. In examining them for framing its final 
recommendations, the Commission wiU attach due impor
tance to these views coming as they do from knowledgeable 
persons. In the meanwhile, the report is being published by 
the Commission with a view to seeking comments on it from 
persons/institutions interested in the subject. 

The Commission is gratefut.to the Chairman and Mem
bers of the Study Group individually for completing their 
work within the time limit fixed for them. The Commission 
is also grateful to all persons/institutions who may have 
helped the Study Group in re.~ching conclusions. · 

National Commission on Labour. 
D-27, South Extension, Pt. II, 

New Delhi-3. · 

P.B. Gajendngadb 
Chairman 
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L INTRODUCTORY 

The Study Group on Productivity and Incentives was 
:appointed by the National Commission· on Labour vide its 
Memorandum No. 6(2)/67~NCL dated 26th April, 1967. 
lhe following persons were appointed as members of the. 
•Group: 

1. Shri Bagaram Tulpule 
2. Dr. R. M. Shah 
3. Shri N. S. Mankiker 
4. Shri A. A. Niazi 
S. Shri Duleep Singh 
6. Shri N. S. Ramaswamy 
7. Shri M.R. Ramsay 
8. Shri N. H. Sheikh 
2. Subsequently, vide their MemorandumNo.-6(-ll)/67·· 

"NCL dated 12th May, 1967, the Commission substituted 
Shri A.N. Buch, Textile Labour Association, Ahmedabad, iD 
place of Shri N. H . .Sheikh in the original composition of the 
•Group~ 

3. The term of reference for the Study· GroUp was·as· 
-follows ::_· · 

"The Study Group wiD,· in regard to the "Subject allo
cated to it, ascertain facts from available literature 
on the Subject, draw conclusions and . suggest' 
solutions· to the problems posed by the Group for 
the consideration of the Commission. The Com• 
mission may also pose problems for consideration: 
of the Group from time to time. The Study" 
Group will_ submit its report as early as possible .. .' 

4. At its first meeting held on 16th May, 1967, the. 
•Group had the advantage of the presence ofShri B. N. Datar, 
Member-Secretary of the Commission .. , 'rbe Group sought 
i'rom him some elaboration of the term of reference. It was . 
. advised that it could try to tap _ the· primary sources of in for .. : 
mation regarding the application and results of productivi~ 
and incentive schemes in different factories in different part$· 
..of the country. The Secretariat of the National Commission . 
.also supplied the Group with copies of repo1ts Of various 
-enquiries and studies which had been made in this field: 
in the past and other relevant literature from time to time. 

I 



5. In order to obta in factu al in formation reg.1rding 
producti\ity p ra ti e m md u\lrie" 111 lnd1.t, th~ ro up 
circulated to a number o f fac t ori c~ a brief que\li onnaire ~cek 
ing the relevant informatio n. About 14 companie res ponded 
to the que tio nna ire and supplied va luable info rmation 
regarding the productivity pract ices a nd incentive scheme<, in 
opera tion . The Group records 11 thanl- <. to thee companie 
for the re ponse to it questi onnaire. 

6 . The fir t three meet ing' of th e Group were devoted 
to an ex haustive genera l di cussio n of the subject as igned to 
the Group , a t the end of which the broad topic to be covered 
were l i ted and a drafting committee wa appointed tv 
prepare the first draft o f the initia l report to be ubmitted 
by the G roup to the Commi ion. The fi rst draft wa 
then considered by the whole G ro up and afte r variou modi
fications, was final i ed . 

7 . In this report, the Gro up ha viewed productivity in 
its total scope, not restricting it to labour producti vi ty a lo ne. 
Productivity of labour has, of course, been d iscussed a t some 
length , but tha t discussion a l o has the total view of produc
tivity as the context . The Group has tried to ident ify the 
various factors tha t ha mper productivity and to ind icate the 
measures that have to be taken for overcoming them . The 
Group has only very briefly indicated th e vario us productivity 
techniques th at are avail able to industry fo r increa ing 
productivi ty and has dealt a t somewhat greater lengt h with 
the technique of incentive . The Group ha al o tried to 
invite a ttention to the precaut ions and safeguards tha t have 
to be kept in mind in the application of these productivi ty 
techniques. The Group has, however, avoided a detailed 
discussion of the techniques themselves in the report. 

8 . The Group was fortunate in obta ining from the 
National Productivity Counci l considerable information 
regarding a recent survey conducted by them o n the produc
tivity techniques and incentive schemes in operation in a 
large number of factories. Since the factual information 
obtained by the NPC in this survey can be the basi for 
worthwhile conclusions, we have incorporated in this report 
a summary of the broad findings and conclusions of that 
survey, pointing out also the limitations of the survey· 
itself. 



IT. THE BACKGROUND 

9. The word "Productivity" bas come into sudden 
prominence during recent years and has assumed great impor
tance and significance in the context of the industrial develop
ment of the country. 

10. In the past, the related problem of efficiency was 
discussed with the worker as the focal point of attention. 
The Royal Commission on Labour, while discussing, in its 
Report, the possible methods of raising the standard of living, 
referred to two main factors, poverty and low level of 
efficiency of the Indian worker and observed that 
the Indian worker produced less per· unit time than 
the worker in any other country. The Commission 
recognised the fact that the causes of this low efficiency were 
complex and that some could be traced to the climate of 
India and other factors, but that a powerful influence was 
exercised everywhere by the low standard of living. It went 
on further to say that inefficiency was attributable .to lack of 
both physica energy and mental vigour and that these to a 
large extent were different aspects of the same problem, for, 
physical weakness cut at the root of action, initiative and . 
desire. It further observed that this weakness arose from the 
hardships to which the worker with indifferent physique was 
s~bjected to, especially his unsatisfactory diet and the condi
tions under which he was compelled to live. These hard
ships were considered mainly the results of his inability t~ 
afford anything better. The conditions continue to pre~ail 
even today in the case of .a large majority of the worktng 
population. 

11. The Commission made a number of suggestions to 
break this vicious circle at as many points as possible and 
suggested efforts to enhance the efficiency and improve the 
-condi~ions of life of workers. Thus. the focal point of 
at~ntton was the worker and not the efficiency of the enter
pnse as a Whole as is the concept of productivity. 

1 Factors AfFecting Productivity 
'12. LabOur productiVity is usually measured as output 

per. man-hour, A given degree· of productivity, therefore, 
JDdJca~ the capability of the working people _to produ~
Capabtlity to -P:roduce is in tum dependent on socJo-econ~mlc 
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Lctors that operate in the given situation, degree of techno· 
•gical growth and the efficiency of the environment in which 
•ark is carried out. Viewed in its very broad context~ 
roductivity is a most complex phenomenon in industrial 
ociety. It is influenced by so many factors. ''Brought to 
•ear on it are the ethics, the ideologies and the customs which 
oen create to guide their conduct ; the physical attributes 
>f climate, raw materials and space which mark the geog
-aphical location of the particular society ; the operating 
;trocture, the leadership ·and the goals of the institutions of 
production and of these related agencies which affect their 
functioning; the technology and the equipment made available 
in the past and currently being provided ; the numbers, the 
skills, the industriousness of the people and the nature of the 
informal and formal rules under which they work. These and 
other forces are all at work.To disentangle any separate force 
in this web of causative factors with· any precision is well nigh 
impossible. But, productivity is a goal in its own right as 
well as a test in the comparison of systems, for it is the 
source of the standard of living of the people, a major deter
J]linant of the availability ·of leisure, a basis for the status and 
even the survival of a nation .. · 

13. Considering a much more restricted field, an indus
trial unit. the factors affecting productivity may be classified 

nder two broad heads-internal factors of productivity and 
u ternal factors of productivity. Higher productivity can be ob
:ined by better organisation, ~tter processes, better ~ethods, 
better machines and more e!fec~t~e use of labour, matenals and 

"tal equipment in the JDdiVJdual workplaces. These may 
.caplla sifted as the internal factors of productivity. In regard 
be che:e matters, the initiative rests within the unit. The 
1ffi t . exercise of management's responsibi1ities in these 
e ecUVe Us for techniques which come under the broad head 
matters ca •. · 
4 • e tific management · 

SCI n The externa1 factors of productivity are more 
14· d wider in scope. They may be local, national or 

compte~ an 
1 

The fisca]. and economic policy of the govern· 
joternattOna · . ous impact on the normal functioning 
1Deot can ha~e a se.; rtical and ethical and cultural conside-
cf an enterpnsed· . 

0 1

0r socia1 discipline, custom and religion 
:rations an~ tra ltl~ns icture. Both sets of factors affecting 
.aJso coJile 10~0 th ,P External factors may affect the working 

1!. ·ty mter·ac · 
produc VI rise in various internal ways. 
of aD enterp . lear that the approach to the problem of 

J 5. )t IS C 



productivity will have to -be comprehensive and all-embracing, 
touching almost every facet of the socio-economic policy 
of the country. A government which is concerned about: 
the need for higher productivity bas -a responsibility for 
following policies which 'Jite. in harmony with the objective of 
increasing productivity. -The .best .. assurance of productivity~ 
growth lies in preserving an economic climate in which. 
rewards, whether of employers or· employees, depend upon 
efficient performance. 

16; Increase in productivity of Indian labour requires' 
change in the social and economic circumstances of the work· 
ing people, development of a -modem ·technological base,• 
and improvements in the organisation of ·work. Social and 
economic circumstances of the worJdng people· can be changed: 
only as a result of massive effort spread over- ~ considerably 
long period of time. Higher productivity itself, is in the 
uJtimate analysis the only guarantee of continuing increase in
the standards of living. Immediate increase in labour 
productivity is, however. not .possible without a commensu· 
rate betterment of the social and . economic conditions of the 
people. -·Programmes for- improvements in labour producti·, 
vity should; therefore, • be so developed and implement~ 
t~at- they provide a substantial share of the gains of product1--. 
Vlty to the workers. 

17. Development -of a' modem technological base 
requires use of known machines and processes and scientific 
research to develop better methods of .production. Most 
dramatic increases in -productivity have· in fact always 
been achieved through development and use of new methods 
and processes. .,,, 

18. Improvements in the organisation of work call for 
ch~ge~ in the general organisation of the companies •. bet~r 
Uti~sation of machines, materials, men and space, s1mP~1 fi~ 
cation, s~dardisation and specialisation. control of quality, 
bettt:r mamtenance of machines and buildings, improved ~m· 
mumcations and more desirable industrial relauons, 
l~provements in the .organisation -of work are not .likely to 
8JVe such dramatic results as those achievable on.·mtroduc-
tion of new methods and processes. The cumulative effect of 
.s~ch measures is, however,. sufficiently rewarding in terms of 
bJghe_r: productivity. . 

ProduelhitY Movement ia India ' 
' -. · ·•~~. "Though a few management consultants bad beell 

Operatitlg since the .thirties.- the- .Produptivity Movement as 
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such made a- beginning in- India with the arrival of the first: 
ILO Productivity Mission in 1952. It was -at· a meeting of' 
the ILO Industrial Committee ·on--TextileS'· held -in Geneva· 
that year, •that reference was niade- to the need for increasing: 
productivity, and the· Director1 General of. the International 
Labour 0ffice undertook· to ··assist'· the Government of India' 
by making available the services of a team·of·experts·to -sho~· 
"-how productivity of- workers in. 'Indian ~Textile and Engt·' 
neering Industries can be raised by the application, in 
selected plants. of ·.modem techniques, of work study and 
plant organisation and,-in- addition-, -where -appropriate by the. 
introduction of suitable systems· of Payment--by Resultsu.: 
During its term of assignment from. December 1952 to May. 
l-954, the-ILO Mission,-· however;• could· not,- for varioUS. 
reasonS, adhere to the objectives in view. 1, , , 1 1 • , : '• .. 

;:, 20. UD.der.the: conditions then eXisting it -was· not found: 
possible~ particularly in the Textile· industry; ,fo· improve the 
system of-payment by results-as had been originally planned. 
This was mainly due to· ·the· ·legally established ·pattern-of 
wages fixed by the Labour.· Courts and- Industrial· Tribunals,: 
decisions· which were arrived at with difficulty after· prolonged, 
D.egotiations• It is generallY , accepted that -the introduction 
of Payment by Results should •be . preceded· by• •a:: thorough 
work·study so that the rates of payment·under·'·tbe system; 
once established, would· :not be -disturbed .. a&·J•a result of 
subsequent improVements: which. raise productivity.·, -Any:sucb 
attempt, it was felt, Would create disturbance. in the existing 
systems of payment and haVe ,an.·.adverse effect on industrial 
relations. It is only Jn· the engineering industry. because of 
the ease with which the methods improvement programmes 
could be initiated, .. the work of. the Mission met,with some 
success. •> •ll ·,.,. ;,_, 

2i. -The Mission'S efforts were· therefore nuiinly directed 
to' demonstrating _ .. to· the trade unioD'' leaders and• manage. 
ment alike that, given adequate supervision, members of the 
existing staff in Indian plants Can secure important·improve-
ments even after a comparatively ·short ··and incomplete 
training in, productivity improvement techniques". 

·22: ~The' experienCe of the first Missions bowed that the 
·ObjeCtives of the Productivity Programme ~~d to be ft;>nnu
lated on a realistic assessment of the condttioDS ·prevmhng a'.t 
that time. Subsequent years pro~ that· .. the su~ss- of the 
productivitY programmes.' Jay· ··10- the uo~dml! ~the 
aotual si!1Ja~on more Jhan tbe p~nceived lllll1l on<l objeellves. 
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23. The most encouraging result.of tbe-.ILO Mission 
was the decision of the Government of India to establish the 
Productivity Centre ·under the -Ministry of Labou_r .and 
Employment. The Productivity: Centre which started funoo 
tioning_in 1955 now forms a wing of the Central-:-Labour 
Institute which is concerned-. with. the- .scientific ,study. .of aJI 
aspects of industrial development_ a's relating tO the human 
factor and to the problems of the man-at-work. _The Producti~ 
vity Centre started with a series of _educatiOnaJ prOgramme$ 
directed to all levels of management and. ~orkers, , Later, 
when the National Productivity CounCil~ was sei 'Up with 
vastly greater resources in carrying out the. campaign fo~; 
increasing productivitity at the natio!lal . ·.Jevel, the Centre 
confined its activities to meet the felt needs of groups_ of 
industries and th. e approach of the Producu.·vitX Centre· was 
selective, such · assistance . being provided . at the_"' joint 
request of._. Labour and Management o( units or. groups 
concerned.. ·. , Jr;_· :· -· r· : .. : .. :,)·",- ... ,,.1;;;,,,),,: .. 

24. The work of the Productivity Centre, programmer; 
for national development and work of. some .management 
consultants gave an indication of the. potentialities of initiating 
a much more ·-comprehensive and _wider' campaign' in the 
field of productivity. ':The' 'Government '·of 'India accoi-dlligly 
sent a team to Japan tO study-and report· on the productivitY 
movement there .. The· National· Productivity Council was 
consequently set up as an_ autonomous body with represen
tatives of the Government, employers, labour' and i!lstitutionS 
already engaged in the work relating to industrial prod:octiL 
vity, on its policy making bodies.· The National Productivit~ 
Council' commenced" work ·in' February 1:958 ·with; "Qie 
objective of propagating the_ ·cOncepts. and ')echriiques 1 _of 
productivity through training, dissemination 'of information 
and other means. The NPC promoted the '_establishment of 
Local Productivity Councils in· important' industrial centres. 
Forty seven LPCs have' sinct' been· set uP' 'as autonomou~ 
bodies with the same tripartite character. These steps helptd 
to spread the organisational net-Work·· for 'productivity tO 
all important -industrial centres· an&· 1fo ·assOciate· an. parties, 
namely, Government, labour and: employers ·with the produ(:i. 
tivity movemen_t ... , Autonomoui- -;character· c' of ·:-the. 'Local 
Productivity-Councils further,pr:ovided· a:: basis· for the deve~
lopment of a ·Seti&e•' of·· partiCipation:., of ·lOcal' 1 employetsJand 
tfadC;UttiODS.iD the:prodUctiVity.·rlD.OVCIDeDtJ~I'!T '{!l:,:!~ ;l~'l'l '(1;[ 

i.;)J1.2Si''::.!The National rProouctivitY COUncii'~dt'eW';uPok.._tliC 
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experience of other countries while preparing its Programme 
of action. The assistance by the Governments of the United 
States, U. K., France, West Germany and the U.S.s.R. 
helped substantially and continues to help the implementation 
of the programmes of the National Productivity Council. 

26. In U. K. and the continental countries. the camp
aign was initiated by organising teams from industries to 
visit the plants in the corresponding industry in tbe United 
States. The teams were selected with great care. Members 
were chosen who commanded respect in ~he-industry concer
ned and who were likely to profit from the visits and were 
capable of exerting their influence in persuading the industry 
to take serious note of the team's report and assist in the 
iJDplementation of the recommendations. Arrangements 
were made for each team to make preliminary visits to 
various establishments in the industry before proceeding to 
the USA. These visits were intended to provide the members 
an opportunity to make an ass.ess~ent of the conditions in 
the industry and its problems. ·- · 

21. . What is of particular interest is the action taken 
.foUow;ng the return of each team from the USA. Each 
team .was responsible for preparing a report outlining its 
e"perience and the lessons that . could be drawn from it. 
Vigorous action was taken in disseminating the information . 
• The various teams" reports, summaries of them, conferences 
on them, and discussion about them- in which the team 
roerobers 'on both sides of industry• took part - spread the 
collective experiences of each team through the industries 
concerned, and through related industries which bad not 
eDt teams to America. Further, .. this experience was taken 
~pas raw ma_terial by other b?dies -by .tra~e associations, 
trade unions, and the professional organ1satJons of accoun
tants. production engineers, personnel managers.· indus~al 

sychologists and others -· m such a way that the techmcal 
!'~plications for British industries and firms were. thrashed 
·~· d d "ts'" out from all angles an stan -pom · 

28. By and large. the teams that visited USA reported 
that higher levels of productivity in the USA were not 
achieved by methods '?r techniques .unknown or which ~uld 

ot be adopted in thetr own countries. But they emphasised 
~bat.-tbe initiative for applying these ·methods or techniques 
Jay principalJy with management. The main benefit of the 
w<>rl< of·lh• Produclivil)' Teams Jay ill 149 inlereS~ genera~ 



by the discussions on the reports on., the need for -raising ~he 
levels of productivity in the industry. Peter Drucker in his 
.book "The Practice of. Management"' in .emphasising his 
point of view that the human . resource must always be 
motivated to work. has admirably reviewed the work of these 
teams in _the following words: "Nothing brought this opt 
better- than the reports of the teams of European- technicians 
and managers who came to this country under the Marshall 
Plan to study the causes of American productivity. These 
teams (and there were several hundred) expected to fin_d the 
causes in machines, tools or. techniques, but soon found out 
tha~ these elements have little to do with our productivity, are 
indeed in themselves a result of the. real cause ; the basic 
attitudes of managers and workers. Productivity is an 
attitude,. was their unanimous conclusion.'~. The general 
acceptance of the recommendations made by the teams mean,t 
that the industries concerned had to create. the necessary 
climate and evolve the necessary machinery for giving effect 
to them, particularly in the matter of training personnel in 
higher productivity techniques and in the other allied fiel~ 
of specialisation. Training programmes were initiated_ by 
industry and these were matched by the training programmes 
initiated by the trade unions for the benefit of their own 
members. 

29.- In India too, the movement was initiated by 
organising similar teams composed of management and labo';"" 
representatives with the difference that the teams from India 
also visited Britain, West Germany, Japan,- .U$.S.R., 
Czechoslovakia and PoJand besides U.S.A. Each team sub
mitted a report on its findings and recommendatioos.-.which 
.were published by the National Productivity CouocJl -and 
widely circulated to the industry. The members of the t~ 
have c;m return participated in seminars, contributed artie)~ 
and g:tven talks from various platforms and from the AlllndJa 
Radio to popularise their findings. The assistance of tb~ 
Governments of U.S.A, Britain, France, West GermanY. and 
U.S.S.R. also enabled the National Productivity Council to 
send Indian technicians, managers and trade -unionists for 
tra!n!ng to the respective countries. The participants of these 
traiomg programmes have, after a period of work ~n ~turn 
to their job in India. reported having made s1gnifi~t 
~mprovements relating to better human . reJa~ooshJ~, 
.amproved utilisation .of ·resources and innovations 10 thcll' 
respective fields of work.,-. 
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'l:'J -3G.> 1HOWCver; tli~ bft~acf\lf!the~: prograjnmes :baS not 
come up 'to' eXpectatibns.- ~ rrhis may bc·duC to,various causes. 
Only;a·few-feally Mp-rilnking persons could be involved in 
these ;programmes:.,., 'The'folloW-up action -Was not as intensive 
as-Wshould ·have rlieen;-' -"Industry itself "did · not show grea~ 
teenness'•·about undefstariding''and 'implementing the re
eommendations·of-the teams; ·-TbC' interest· ·of trade unions 
especially, could 'not bc•en.J.isted in the follow-up . 
. _.._ ·: 31_. 'Almost concuitently with the·programme·of sending 
StUd}' teams and trainees abroad, the· National ProductivitY 
touiicil a1so·started conducting training·courses in the various 
snbjci:ts of productivity Within' the country. Ti11 March, 1967, 
the·LPCs and ~PC' had conducted 2·,142 · courses covering a 
total of -3?,41o:·_-participants:1 The NPC has evaluated the 
impaCt of its training programmes.· Questionnaires were sent 
to the participants and theit employers for 1his purpose. The 
answers indicate that the training bas :benefited the organi~ 
ation·, brought about change in 'the oUtlook, behaviour and 
competence of the participants and that the trainees have been 
able to· effect significant improvements· in the areas of their 
functioning; "IInprovements are reported in machine utilis
ation~ Teduction of break-downs; 'improvements in quality and 
quantity, reduction in cost and ·waste· and impTovements in 
management-worker relations. ·- · 
·_-. :32~:··Realising that the movement for pioductivity cannot 
be successful without the active. participation· of Trade Unions, 
the NPC and · LPCs were conceived as tripartite bodies with 
equ8l number· of representatives from Government, employers 
and labour~· -·Consequently, all the national trade union 
organisations are. represented in ·the NPC and its Governing 
Body.: :-:The trade 11nions operating in' the·. respective. regions 
are similarly• ;-represented on the LPCs. '·-Nominees of the 
Tnufe UnionS.also-hold··important posts· of office-bearers in 
the-National and Local Productivity· Councils.· The· Produc
tivity· Councils also <initiated· programmes foT training trade 
unionists in modern management- and productivity techniques. 
Courses- for'· worken; and· ·nominees ·of -trade unions are 
organised· through the Local Productivity Councils free of cost 
and .in the ·Indian languages. Fee is also waived· for trade 
union representatives ;in other· pr~grammes ·of the Natio~ 
Productivity Council.'· The council has also ~~~ed accep~g 
nominees of, trade unions in the one-year. tratmng c:ourse m 
Industrial Engineering which is run to train tbe engmeers of 
the National and Local Productivity ·Councils\· -ParticipanJs 
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in this programme·are.paid·aistipe.ad of-Rs:· 450/- per month. 
. 33. lbe NPC and LPCs have also started to undertake 

!Specific assignments ·to assist the 'industry ·tO- d.efine, analyse 
and -solve the problems concerning human relatioD.$hips, 
production, quality costs, etc. . , : _ ·' · 

34. 'Apart froril tlie 'PrOductivity 'CouiJcils a:Od;.'·the 
Productivity Centre, there are a number of· other bodies 'kd 
institutions doing laudable ·work in the field of productivity. 
These include the' various· ··management training institutioris 
and colleges, the · ·institutes of training in -industrial 
engineering, the various ·research institutes set Up by industries, 
Some·professiona:l organisations and-such others. '"'··· ·'•i;. 

35. Though the work of au these agencies has doubtless 
made some impact on productivity "in industries and units 
Which they have been able to ·reach; 1 'there is still· no·· ro·om 
for complaiscence about the results achieved. 'Taking industry 
as a ··whole, it cannot still be said that their_ keenness or 
expertise hi the matter ·or· productivity has ·been greatly 
enhanced. Productivity bas not yet achieved the dimension 
of a Dational campaign that it was' intended to be. At a 
Conference on Productivity and Management iit July, 1967, 
Professor M.S. Thacker remarked, "If we look at the existing 
conditions and present state of productivity.' in our industrial 
enterprises both in the public and private sectors, there is a 
lot which needs to be done. · I thought the NPC, over a 
decade since its establishment, would have been able to·- brinj 
Cfficiency of the management upto· the degree that was required·. 
Unfortunately, this increase in efficiency has not been noticed"~ 
Ii: is not infrequent that opinions are aJso voiced of the l~ck of 
sup~o.rt ,~ ,the drive for increasing productivity. 



.IlL ORGANISATION OF WORK 

36. The primary responsibility to .·-raise productivity in 
'individual undertakings rests .with the management. Raising 
productivity in the undertaking calls for action in three main 
fields ; organisation and control of work~· personnel policy, 
, and plant and equipMent.- :. · ' . ' ~ · 

' 37. In a country where there. is much Unemployment and 
under~employment, the easy, availability of labour inhibits 

·efforts being made towards more effective planning and 
organisation or· work ; ,with due regard to man-machine 
relationship, the work-place, the environment and personnel 
factors involved. Most things are taken for granted. For
tunately, in the prtsent campaign- for increasing productivity 
and in the need for a little more _attentiori to these matters 
with a view to making more. effective use of all available 
resources and in the new concept, labour is not considered 
as an expendable commodity but as any other resource going 
into production. Here it may be more pertinent to mention 
the need for organising the. _work-place and work so that 
the job can be carried out With the least physiological cost 
to the worker. Prof. Christensen in his report .. Man-at
Work" (Central Labour Institute) points out that the phy
siological cost of livin~ and ~orking must be met by a food 
calorie intake .. A major portion must nececessarily be used 
to maintain life, leaving only a. very small percentage of the 
food intake to enable work to be don~. .In view of the poor 
nutritional standards of the wo!kers, 1t ts very necessary that 
proper attention m~st· ~ glVen to fit the job to the man 
and the man to the JOb. . . -., ! • , 

3B How the poor phystque and the low calorie intake 
res~t in tow efficiency is v~ry !"ell. illustrated by many 

caD 1 which can be met wlth 10 mdustry. In a well
e~P es bber company, it was stated that the efficiency of 
~cnown ru tors 00 light jobs such as manufacture of cycle 
our oped bes was as high as can be found in some of the 
tyres an ?' tes of the company el~where in the world. It 
best ass?Cia where heavy expendtture of energy is involved 
js only 10 case: the efficiency is very low. It was stated 
in work, tha f motor~car and truck tyres, the cotreSpon· 
t}tat io. t~e case 0 low as 45%. This points to the need for 
din8 efficieD~ w~ a:,f work so that the jobs requiring heavy 

per organ:Jsauon 
pro 

12 
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expendi!ute of energY are kept -to the minimum or suitable 
mechamcal handling equipment made available. 

. 39. The action to be taken in these fields would varY 
~•.th the eco~omic position of the undertaking. Even wheD 
l.t 1S _not poss1ble to make substantial changes in equipment. 
Jt wlll always be possible to use more fully and efficientlY the 
means available on the one hand for the continuous impro\'t-
ment of organisation and methods, and, on the other band, 
~or the active participatiori of all personnel in efforts to 
mcrease productivity. 

4_0. _The raising of productivity would require .aP 
exammat1on of the general organisation of the undertaking 
and a clear definition of the lines of authority and 
responsibility. The advantages of adopting a form of orga· 
nisation which permits specialisation of functions together . 
~ith adequate coordination have been recognised increasin~ly 
m large establishments and organisations. The applicat•oD 
of work study techniques will lead to improvements in the 
lay~ut of factories and work-places and in the design of 
equtpment, to better working environment, improving the 
organisation of work and simplifying process, thus resulting 
in better utilisation of materials, equipment and manpo"":er. 
Work Study improves planning and control of prod~ct100 
and efficient manning of plant. could provide ind1ces of 
labour performance and serve as a basis for control of labour 
cost and, in appropriate conditions. for systems of Payment 
by Results. 

41. Careful attention to production planning and 
control would ensure availability of materials ~d. ~Ill:~; 
nents when and where they are required, reducuon tn 

1 

time of the machines and proper utilisation of manpower. _ 
42. Simplification standardisation and specialisauo,• • f · bvcu-would bring out improved economies o opcratton " b 

~ ting down the range and variety of articles produced and Y 
the use of mass production techniques. . 

43. Close cooperation and interchange of inf~rmat•o: 
between deparunents responsible for de~ign, ~Jannmg and 
production would lead to maximum effiCJency m labour _an 
plant utilisation. AD up-to-date knowledge of the van~us 
items of equipment and materials used, would help the destgD 
and planning staff to devise the most economical methods~ 
processes and efficient tools. 1 44. Attention devoted to costing and budgetary contro 
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would provide accurate information about unit cost; the 
means to control expenditure properly by comparing results 
.actually achieved with budget forecast; and guidance in 
'Planning for the future. The special attention given to raw 
material and marketing policies-in particular, reorganisation 
.of methods of distribution and a study of markets-would 
ensure an outlet for an increase in production. In case 
where adequate markets exist, where supplies of material 
and labour are sufficient and where overhead costs represent 
a substantial portion of total cost of production, the possi~ 
bilities of increasing production by working a number of shifts 
would result in a reduction in cost. 

45. The initiative of management and their technical 
experts cannot be successful unless a favourable climate is 
created wherein the trade union movement and workers arc 
generally prepared to accept responsibilities for increasing 
productivity. T~is acceptance must find practical test in the 
individual establishments. 



IV. PRODUCTIVITY TECHNIQUES 

46. Productivity has m:en expressed in many ways. One 
.of the ways of expressing the concept of productivity may be 
.. optimising/maximising the economic utilisation of all avail:
~ble resources and investigating and utilising the best knOwn 
-resources, as also creating new resources for different activities, 
be it industrial, commercial, agriculturnl, services or any 

-economic activity involved in our day-to-day life". 

47. This wide concept of expressing productivity 
bas resulted in the techniques of productivity being evolved 
.out of the utilisation of knowledge in various disciplines for 
understanding and assessing the effectiveness of · diverse 

·economic activities. 
48. Industrial engineering is concerned with the design, 

improvement and installation of integrated systems of men, 
materials, machinery and management. It draws upon 
-specialised knowledge and skill in the mathematica1, physical 
.and socia1 sciences together with the principles and methods 
-of engineering analysis and design to specify, predict and 
evaluate the results to be obtained from such systems. 

49. Jt must be stressed that production methods and 
1echnology that have proved successful in one situation or 
<:ountry will not necessarily prove so in another where the 
availability of iaw materials and other resources, climatic 
-co~ditio_ns, scale of operations, and such other factors rue 
-QUtte dtfferent. All these and other similar factors must, 
the~fore, be kept in mind when selecting the machinery, 

·equtp!llent, design of product, materials, methods and 
techmques to be used for production in a given situation. 

. SO. . Use of sound work-study techniques yield ~ata 
from whtch work-allocation, manning of processes, time-
1>tnndards, job-values, production norms and incentive 
·schemes, can be computed or devised. However, the data 
-cannot be gathered or used mechanically without proper 
regard for their effect upon the workers involved. It is, 
therefore, essential that the workers' representatives and 
trade unions are associated in the application of the techni· 
.ques, so that their confidence in the data-collection can be 
ens~rcd. Further, the norms, standards, job-values etc., 
odettved from the data should guide management and the 

15 
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union in aniving at agreed 'decisions• on the changes to be: 
made, giving due consideration to the special features of the
given situation. 

51. The depth and width of concept involved iii 
industrial engineering and productivity bring into totality of' 
its scope a vast array of activities which primarily can be 
covered under the science of management. The following. 
outlines the different techniques that have been usefully· 
employed: · 

1. Method Study 
~2. Method Study is systematically recording, analys

·ing and critically examining present and proposed ways of" 
doing a job and the evolution and application of. easier and 
more effective methods. 

53. It consists of careful definition of· the problem to· 
be studied, recording of relevant facts about the existing ways. 
of doing a job, critically examining. the present procedures
adopted in sequential order, developing a practical, effective 
and economical way of doing it, taking into account an· 
factors influencing the circumstances, installing the evolved. 
JD,ethod ·as a standard practice and ensuring the maintenance 

:of the standard practice. 
54. The definition of :the problem to be studied will! 

have to be ~ on .eco~omic, technological and human. 
factors involved m the s1tuatton. 

. 55. The evolution of a new method would involve-

. critical evaluation of different .factors like objective, material, 
activity, sequ~ce, place, equtpment, . m~thod, person doing~ 
tbe job, analysm~ reas~ns_as t~ why 1t 1s performed in the 

sent way, mvesttgating mto probable alternatives in 
_ pre pect of the different factors, and. selection of any particular 
~~ernative in preference to the vanous possibilities. 

z. Work Measurement 

56 Work Measurement broadly covers the applicatiorv 
. · nt techniques to establish the Work content of a.. 

of dt_ffe~ t k by the determination of time required for 
spec1~e ~s the particular job under consideration at a defined 
catfYlD~ 0~performance by a trai.ncd.worker. The following. 
standar 0 . .. ...... bniques adopted m Work Measurement: are the mam ~ .. 

(.) Time Study; . . 
I Activity sampling, 

(ii) 1 ment of synthetic times from standan· data;: 
(iii) Deve op 



(iv) Predetermined Motion Time Systems; 
(v) Analytical estimating. 

3. Time Study 
57. Time Study is the determination, as closely as 

fpossible, from a prescribed number of observations, the time 
.required to. carry out a given activity at a specified standard 
-of performance. The stop-watch is used for this purpose. 
It takes into account performance rating which is applied to 
:~e actual observed times thus deriving the normal time for 
.a job. 

58. Work Study which is generally .meant to include 
method study and work measurement can, if not properly 

.applied, create strained relations between management and 
:labour. Their application requires confidence, sincerity, 
·integrity on both sides, and management should provide ade· 
.quate assurances to workers that this will not be made use of 
.as a tool which can affect workers' interests. On the other 
..band, work study, if systematically applied, can strengthen 
-industrial relations and achieve prosperity of enterprises 
..through higher productivity. Workers' fears and suspicions, 
--while being time-studied, can be dispelled if it is properly ex· 
plaincd. It is important that the fear of redundancy among 
workers should be overcome before commencing the studies 
~and this is easily achieved by management generally giving 
an assurance that no worker wiD lose his employment as a 

·direct consequence of application of work study. Rather; he 
·would be redeployed on other jobs as a result of replanmng, 
-expansion or through natural wa .. tage. Also it is important 
·..to keep workers and their repr~.;sentatives fully informed be· 
:fore such studies are conducted. 

4. Inventory Control 
. 59. Inventory control is the optimisation of cap~tal 
~~nvestment in inventori<!S with minimisation of cost of capital 
""Involved with due regard to the cost of stockouts of 
~anufacturing, components and spares and finished ~~ds 
mve~tories. It helps maintain adequate liquidity position 

.and Improves return on investment. In India, many surv:ys 
have revealed that crores of rupees are invested in inventon:s 

·and the turnover is invariably very low which results 10 

.financial problems to the industrial undertakings. 
60. It includes the concept of selective inventory con· 

·.trol which facilitates priority of attention and control. on 8 

~cw selected items of inventory which primarily .matter 10 the 
-unprovement of the whole situation. 
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s. Stores-keeping Methods and Practices 
61 . This relates to a complete study of receiving . ins

pection, storage, codifying and classifyi~g and . i ssuin~ aJI.' 
materials, spare parts, genera l stores etc.. m an mdustnal or 
business undertaking. Statistical inspection method s a re 
included, covering the various sampling plans while dealing 
with large quantum of. stores. C lassifica tio n will have to.
take into account grouping of items to be a n ad vantage in 
regard to physical storage. fa milies of pa rts. stores and 
financial accounting . standa rd iza tion etc . Codificati on 
would include the diffen:nt systems, vi z .. alphabetical, 
mnemonic, sequence, numeric. combination a nd the general 
digital system largely preferred for mecha nised accounting. 
Layout studies cover th e achievement o f a proper a nd 
systematic location of different items w hich faci litate thei-r 
easy identification and minimum weight-distance movement 
;ncJuding the benefits of group storage of part fa milies. 
System of Recording covers the whole pa per work syste m 
from the time goods a rc purchased up to th e po int of 
m anufacture and di stribution of fini shed goods . It also 
includes the brass r ing and Mckesk<:-y system s used for tool 
control. 

6. P lant Design and Layout 
6:?. This is primarily focussed towards applic.1tion o f 

work-study principles to pla nt d esign a nd layout a t the 
d esign stage thus achtevi ng th e vast econo mies poss ible right 
from the initia l conception o f the p roject. Work Study is 
used as a preventive tool. wh ich is generall y not a t present 
appreciated in Indian pract ice. It is far better, <:-as ier and 
cheaper to ma ke cha nges at th e draw ing board stage o f the 
develo pment of a project tha n o n th e shop floor or after its 
completion. Every aspect of space utili zation , integration of 
all facilities, economica l mate rials ha ndling, techno logy used, 
overall layout etc., are questioned a nd effecti ve a nswers found 
for the best and m ost producti ve utili zation of faci lities 
in the early stages of the project . In view of the develop
mental nature o f our economy, thi s area can be termed very 
important especially in respect of new projects . 

7. CPM and PERT 
63. The Critical Path Method and Programme Evalua

tio n and Review Technique have some factors in common, 
though they have been devised to solve different problems.. 
and are applied somewhat differently . PERT was devised 
in 1958 by the Navy Special Projects Office in the United States . 
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while planning, scheduling and achieving the Polaris Missile 
Programme. Its impact has been such that today in the U .S. 
it is virtually impossible to get a defence contract for work 
without being involved in PERT. Both are net-work 
techniques, and where each activity time is deterministic, it 
would coincide with the concepts of the CPM, while in the 
case of first-fo r-ever projects where the time estimates are not 
possible to be determined with precision, assessments of time 
relating to the o ptimistic, most likely and pessimistic timeli 
would be made and the estimated PERT time determined 
using the Beta di stribution . The determination of the Critical 
Path Method helps in assessing the completion date of a 
project. In the use of PERT, it has been possible to assess 
the pro ba bilities o f completion of a specified project in respect 
of any target d ate, using the principles of stat istic• . PERT 
costs deal with the economics of crashing activity times at 
increased cost, with respect to reduction of overhead expe ndi
ture for reduced time, while objecti vating to achieve tt •ooner 
co mpletio n date of a project . 

8. Standardization, Simplification and Va riety Control 

64 . The definition of Standardization as approved by 
the Interna t ional Standards O rganisati on fo r Stand~rd izatio n 
is. " Standardi zati on is a p rocess o f formulating and app lying 
ruks for a n o rderly approach to a specific activity fo r the 
benefi t and with the co-operatio n o f all concerned a nd , in 
pa rticular, fo r the promo tion of optimum over-a ll econo my 
taking into account the functional conditi ons a nd safety 
requirements. It is based on the consolida ted results o f science 
technique and experience. It determines no t only the basis fo r 
the present but also for future develo pment and it should keep 
pace with progress ." Applica tions of s tanda rdizat io n a re in 
the a reas of units of measurement , terminology and symbo
lic representation, products and processes , specification of 
materia l , machine , instrument, for quality , composition and 
performance, inspection and sampling , tests and ana lys is, 
sa fe ty of persons and goods, and model form of agreement 
and contract . 

65. Variety Control involves the elimination of un
necessa ry types and grades, shapes and sizes of manufactured 
goods. The basic principle of variety control is that a single 
item should serve for as many different purposes or for as 
many different classes of equipment and kinds of construction 
as possible . In this sense, variety control can be applied at 
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various levels within a single unit; within a single industry, 
between several industries and among all industries in a nation, 
among all industries throughout the world, and as an integral 
part of the standardization programme. The areas of applica-· 
tion of variety control in industry can be on different product 
lines, within a product group, diversity of finishes and packing, 
basic designs, component parts and sub-assemblies, materials, 
too.ls etc. 

66. Simplification enables production department to 
improve planning, achieve higher rates of production and 
machine utilisation and simplify control procedures, while in 
regard to the consumer, it tries to satisfy the consumer by 
giving him a choice or furnish him the nearest to what he. 
wants. 

67. The different techniques used in these areas are : 
(i) Market research and Opinion Survey, 

(ii) Profit analysis and profitability studies, 
(iii) Preferred numbers, 
(iv) Consumption studies, 
(v) Classification and codification, 
(vi) Value Engineering, 

(vii) Modular coordination, 
(viii) Documentation, 

(ix) Work Study and Quality Control. 
9. .Job Evaluation 

68. Job Evaluation is the determination of the value of 
an individual job in an organisation in relation to the other 
jobs within it. An important aspect of job evaluation is the 
joint participation of labour and management in the whole 
programme, right from the very initial stages of job description. 
While the methods employed for evaluation would be governed 
by the nature of jobs covered, the success of the programme 
while implementing it would depend on the degree of accep
tance achieved.by labour and management at the various stages 
of the evaluation. Hitherto, job evaluation has been applied 
100re in the area of activity of industrial workers. In general,. 
there are non-quantitative systems and quantitative systems. 
Under the non-quantitative, the two common systems are the 
••ranking system", and ''grade description system", while in 
the quantitative systems, we have the «point system., and the 
"factor comparison system". Either a particular system or 

riations of the different systems are adopted in practice to 
vait a particular situation. Son;te factors ~ommonly em~Ioyed. 
for evaluating jobs are educatlon, expenence and tratmng, 



-~!kill;. rtsponsi~ility .andj ~.epql~!illi:J.!~y~ .. -~p··-!dng_ c_onditio~ 
mtel!Jgence and initiative etc. · 

·iJ,,•],._·' ;,lO•fi<Merit)bting ". , 
·,., ··69. Merit Rating is the evaluation.ofwork.·performance 
·.jn•;.an orderly. and .systematic way .. Different factors used 
-in rating ilidividual behaviour traits. and aspects:·.;Ofwork peJ;"
'Iformance include-: dependability; . -attendance; wHlingness to 
·cooperate;- sound health, ·bouse keeping practices, .Iewl of 
·initiative, capacity to judge, job knowledge; qunlity of work7 

potentiality for growth,_ volume of work, intcUigence, .safl!ty 
<:onsciousness and versatility. The effectiveness or a merit- rating 
programme would depend upon its receptivity and integration 
in respect of the environmental factors in -an organisation and 
the weightage given by management to rewards and punishments 
on the basis of such a, rating. lt is important to eliminate 
errors Of personal equation in the implementation· of· such a 
.programme and this is-generally achieved byareviewofthe 
-evaluation by a different person or committee in. respect of a 
-particular individual who is rated .. 

11. Value Engineering 
70. Value Engineering is one of the more recent potential 

techniques evolved which has helped in sustaining economies 
of even developed and affiuent countries and also combated the 
stiff competition faced by these countries from developing and 
low-cost economies. While in cost reduction the focus of 
investigation is on the specification. in value engineering the 
focus is on the function performed. The four basic questions 
asked in respect of value engineering are : 

What does it do l 
What does it- cost ? 
What else would-do the job ? 
What does that cost ? 

71. Through -a brain storming process consisting of 
persons with different and diverse background, the question 
"what else would do the job" is answered through a variety 
of possibilities which can be developed from a number of 
ideas that emerge. 

72. The cost in respect of ·the different ways of doing 
a job are evaluated and a way of achieving the desired func
tion is selected, with due regard to cost economies. It has 
been often quoted that value engineering is a new Americall 
Industrial Technique that has been described as the biggest 
_thing since mass production. For import substitution in our 
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economy, value engineering must be considered as indis
pensable. 

12. Omce Organisadon and Methods 
13. This would primarily include the application of 

work study principles to office working. While work study 
~erally focusses its application to industrial workers, Orga· 
nisation and' Methods techniques are used for the study of 
-office workers. It includes charting procedures, questioning 
.and evolution of new systems and methods, development of 
manuals in different management functions, studies relating to 
responsibilities and authorities, accountability and manage
ment audit, work measurement for office workers, organisa
tion studies, performance evaluation, control of office costs 
etc. 

13. Materials Handling 
14. ' It is primarily the application of work study tech· 

niques to material handling problems which covers analysis 
.and improvement of such activities in stores, processing de
partments, transportation, offices, etc. It also covers the dif· 
ferent factors that enter into the selection of mechanical 
·handling equipment and devices. It objectivates in its tota· 
lity to integrate the handling activities with the prim8.ry acti· 
vities of production. . 

14. Production Planning ,and Control 
75. This technique is many a time referred to as the 

nerve centre of an industrial enterprise. It integrates the de
mands and sales, availability of plant and equipment capaci
ties, and capabilities, human skills,. flow of materials, spares 
.and components, in the fulfilment of sales and service needs 
.of the organisation. Optimisation .in·utilising different facili· 
ties like men, machines, materials etc., is achieved through the 
.application of different techniques of forecasting, quantitative 
JDethods and Operations Research. The line of Balance Tech· 
.nique is also used. 

15. Waste Reduction . 
76. This technique is gaining greater importance in 

recent times especially in the light of the need to reduce costs 
.and utilise all resources to the best advantage of society. Its 
.application can be in different functions of an enterprise . 
.However, its focus would naturally be on those functions 
which spend a greater part of the organisation's resources. 
In an industry, tb~ production ~nction has attraef:ed this area 
.of study. Jndustnal wastes are ~~ seve!al forms, .v1z., wastages 
in the form of man-power, machme, tlme, materials etc., and 
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~eir reduction .can greatly contribute to ·reduCed Costs and in'
Creased profits. The whole gamut of techniques and methods 
·used in Industrial Engineering can find systematic application 
in Waste Reduction studies. 

16. Product Engineering 
.71. Product Engineering includes the basic conception, 

research, engineering and commercial ising of a product. I~ 
takes account of a variety of factors, i.e. need, design, market· 
ing, production, aesthetics, economic risks, technology and 
capital in the evolution or introduction of a_ new product and 
.also in the review of an existing,product. · 

17. Systematic Piant Mainteruluce 
78. This includes the study of the maintenance function, 

~c~nomies of maintenance, control procedures, work order 
·$ystems, ·Categorisation of equipment, lubrication, craft measu· 
rement, maintenance cost control, equipment replacement 
policies, etc. which are of vital importance. especially in the 
light of large indust-rial complexes of modern times and higher 
levels of break even factors .in large scale process operations 
involving high i,nvestments. The imponance of plant main· 
. ~enance in -r~lation to labour is vital in view of the critia¥ 
. ~eatufe~ of laboU,r management relations especially whe~_ the.q: 
_are freq~ent plant break-downs in the indust~ .. 

18~ . Techniques in Personnel Admini~~tio~ 
. 79. Of necessity, an organisation must groW iii-order ·tb 

:-li~.. Many are the new techniques, which industrialists have 
stu~Ied, the introduction of which into industry is calculated 
· to_unprove prodUctivity. Where these new· techniques bad 
heeD: Intr?<fuced and had only a- limited value, investigation 

_.has mv_anably shown that insufficient thought,and action bad 
.been given to the human aspect. _ · _ · 

: . 80. Results are only obtained· through· people: Thei'e
·!~re, the cooperation of people is necessary ,in order that any 
_new system of_ work can function properly. In. other words, 
they must be motivated to accept and work the new system to 
-_the optimum eXtent. · · · · · 

81. The fact that incentive schemes etc., produce eri.· 
hanced earnings is, in itself, not a sufficient enough motivator. 
Many are the cases where this can be shown. This coopera
tion can be· achieved only by recognising that the man on the 
.shop floor is a human being and noL a •cog in a wheel'. · 

82. Theie must be an interest in work if one is going to 



give of one's best.~ _There must also-be pride in doing a good": 
job. The~e must be.a 'sense_of beloD.ging~_t(;, the organisatio~ 

83-. There .m.ust be,a ~goition that evm man has hi;_ 
dignity, that people are entitled to tbeir.OW:JJ,:opinions, an4-
tbat security is the .reward for good service. · 

84. To achieve a state where the worker is amenable' 
to these new systemso management should strive to give : 

' · (i) : GoOd working conditions 
"(ii) Well trained supervisors 
(Hi) Good counselling facilities 
(iv) Fairness in all dealings ' 
(v) Information-the fullest possible 

(vi) Good training facilities 
(vii) Joint consultation 

(viii) Systematic Merit Rating 
(ix) Good selection programme for promotion as wetn 

as for new entrants 
(x) Good grievance. procedure 

19. . Techniques in Marketing 
Consumer Beh(IPiour 

85. Regional variations in India are too many, to per
mit of any generalisation. The demographic, social and eco .. 
nomic environments in which the Indian population are-
placed today show marked differences, with the result the 
marketing research techniques that have been developed to-
. understand these complexities have proved quite inadequate. 
For instance, the consumer behaviour studies undertaken by 
~e National Sample Survey, and by the Indian Statistical
Institute, could bring to light the specific behaviour patterns.. 
that have been influencing the marketing operations in this.. 
country only in a cursory manner. One of the important. 
techniques used by the Indian industry for understanding the 
consumer behaviour is the attitude measurement survey. IJe.. 
cause of a high degree _of inter-disciplinary approach involved~_ 
in this kind of effort, and because such surveys are expensive, 
very few companies have so far been in a positiori to conducL 
such surveys. It is worthwhile to mention here that the 
attitude measurement surveys have yielded good results in 

-the consumer goods fields. 
Test Mm keting 

86. Test marketing is the technique whereby the large· 
·.scale simulation of the market is created, so that the needed·

adjustments in terms of the. product, packing. the channel! 
selection, pricing and promo~JOn could be properly developed._ 



"This kind _of pi'Ocess: especially in_ inass" -niatketingJ "helps· thct 
muu-keter to improve productivity, or- in Some instances, mayr· 
be at least to minimise the productivity loss. So far, ! -6 to 1·' 
~ompanies have been adopting this technique to test the mar-1 

.ket so that whatever productivity gains have been··created by' 
-the production are not lost for want of an effective marketing 
·.machinery. · 

Product Planning and Policy 
87. The ·product.· being the centre around which the 

•entire organisational success is built, cannot be successfully 
-designed and developed unless it incorporates within itself the 
-engineering: requirements and fulfils the consumers• needs.· 
Much productivity gains have been made ·by ·using some of 

-the following marketing techniques, before or after the intro--
-duction of the product. _ 

Product Test 
88. Especially -in such of those ·consumer -products 

·wherein the consumer's attitude is largely conditioned by his 
personal involvement ·with the product. the techniques of 
:product tests- and blind product . tests• have been proving 
<Useful 'pointers for developing product· on the most profitable 
Jines. For instance, the tea, coffee, cigarettes and foodstuff 
manufacturers in India could succersfully find out -the attitude 

-of consumers towards their product, . using these techniques • 
. Particularly, a foodstuff manufacturer, because ·of a surveY 
·conducted with the consumers, using the blind product test; 
·could successfully revamp -his production methods and proceS" 
ses~ This· no doubt proves that the contribution of marketing 
ltechniques to productivity can be enormous. 
. 89. · In the industrial marketing :field, the straight 

·product testS have brought out startling results in terms o_f 
·~e use-problem With certain machine 'tools, textile mach1• 
·nery and power-driven tools. The improvements that were. 
;aoted and that were brought ·to light through produ~ tests 
help the manufacturers in designing and developmg the 
,products suitable to customers.· · ' 

Packagb1g Research· 
90. In the marketing process, packaging is -looked upon 

· •Product test is a· situation wherein tbe product is tested for itll 
~trinsic and psychological qualities with the ~istin~ or prospec
tive users, In a simple product test (mostly mdustnal producths) 
the brand and the manufacturer's identity arc known to 1 ,e 

· respondents, whereas in a blind product test, the manufacturer I 
~~'; JdeDtity and the ,brand are not.diSdosed to tbo1 re:&j)ondents, · · 
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aCJ a part of the· -product. The· consumers' pref~~. "for It; 
particular product is the; result- of not only the1r hkmg-for. 
the product_ but also, in many ins~nces bec;ause of th.e 
packaging advantages that go along w1th the-. product. 1_'hts-: 
is a very important concept behind the product .development.; 
and product offering. Much productivity gains .. have beeni ~ 
noticed, especially in the foodstuff and some of the pharma~;, 
ceutical products,., because of· the· marketer's conscious-s:'ess
of the basic relationship between product and the packagmg. 
T-.he analgesics. (pain-relieving non-prescriptive pills .such as.• 
aspirin) market ,could make impressive. progress because_ of· 
the. control the -marketer had on the packaging of- th.e .product: 
The beat-sealed-strip· packaging has· enormouSly contributed', 
to- raiSing. prodUctivity. and consUmer appeal.. It is. acknow~·. 
ledged that the productivity thai the manufact~rers of anal~· 
sics have attained today could not have been possible but for· 
the timely i,ntrod..uctio~. of: t~e heat-sealed strip packaging in 
this field! ' · .. , 
, . ·.' . Distribution q,annel~ ·. ·. .~·:' . . ,. ; 

:91.: Marketing is:defi.ned in a number: of .ways .. One· of.' 
the· definitions (which is quite interesting) looks at marketing. 
as the process of exchange of goods and services in which the 
products and services are made available. to 'the consumers at 
the right time, at the right place, at the right ·.quantity and at, 
tPe right price. With .the increasing distance that is being
created between manufacturers and the consumers in today'.~. 
world, productive intermediaries who could make the. products. 
~vailabl~ to. the. ·COD~mer have become the acceptable and 
1mperat1ve elements·m the business today. ·, . . . · · ·· 
~ 92. Marketing cost has been one ·of the ' elemerlts that 
hav~ attracted attentiOn of the top managerp.ent, t.tJis being. 
~n Important aspect affecting the distribution. net-work, and 
ultimately, the sales volume for the company. H in Order tOr 
distribute effectively his products in different areas one has to: 
take his product into new· areas·, proper controls ~re essentil).l 
on t~e ~ir~on and scOpe of ~arketing cost. The techn\Qu~· 
of d1stnbutton-<:ost analysis has been devised with a view to· 
knowing the cost centres that are taking place in the distribu• 
tion pipeline and the corresponding services that are being: 
obtained from the different units of the channel. This. 
technique has facilitated the manufacturers to take basic 
decisions in the adjustment of the channels and in the reduc· 
pon of the marketing cost. "The value added by distribution·~ 
Is !O be properly· understood for improving the mar~ 
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productivity, particularly, the overall productivity of the. 
organisation, in general. 

Shop Audit or Retail Audit 
93. The retail audit is the technique by which the 

marketer tries to understand the -movement of his brand 
vis-a-vis the movements of his competitors' brands. This tech
nique involves the actual physical inventory of the companies• 
brand with the dealer; at given intervals.· Three or four: 
companies in the field of pharmaceutica1s, ·raodstuff, and· 
cosmetics successfully tried out this technique with ·the, 
result the entire marketing strategy could be improvised and· 
streamlined. · 

Promotionai Policies and Methods 
94. Advertising, involving the print, ·commercial radio, 

movie ·or out-door is more often dubbed as economic waste. 
This .kind of reaction is seen mostly beca).lse of the pr0blems1 

involved in measuring the effectiveness . of advertising.' 
Although many techniques are used in- U.S.A. and the 
Continent for measuring the effectiveness· of advertising, in 
India, because of the relatively small amount spent on 
advertising, not many companies have shown interest in 
understanding advertising research for evaluating their, 
promotional policies. It is worthwhile to mention here 
that some of the advertising agencies have- conducted reader
ship surveys which have brought out the nature and type 
of audience available to the English and local language ne~s
papers and journals in the coUntTf. 

1 
_, , • • 

95. The function of marketing is_ subject to all kinds 
of uncertainties, and it often ·happens that the pi-oductivity 
gains made through production achievements are lost for 
want of an effective and disciplined marketing system. The 
vastness of the Indian market and the enormous potential it 
suggests for corporate growth in this country, cannot be 
successfully tackled and exploited if marketing is not made 
highly productive. Appropriately, marketing is looked upon 
as the deliverer of the standard of living at the macro-level, 
since it is the relationship setter between the manufacturer and 
his markets. 

:10. Operations Resean:b and Quantitative Methods 
96. The importance of taking management decisions 

also based on quantitative criteria has been gaining momen. 
~um in modem times. A good part of the decision-making 
process is generally seen to be effective with quantitative 
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kn0Wledgt1' 1-hfs·area 'Utilises rdevant 'ilnd latest knowledge 
in many fields of learning i.e., mathematieo:;;, physics; -
chemistry, engineering. ·technology, and social sciences for 
defining the problem and formulating models which can yield 
solutions either worked out manually or . with the aid of 
computers~ Ultimately, the human mind, when applied to 
these solutions with it:>.ability. to .judge with discretion, can 
select a suitable solution based on any particular set of 
factors which may have been optimised, maximised, or 
minimised. Various techniques and methods are used. 
among them being probability theory, queing theory, 
statistical methods, theory of games, linear and quadratic 
programming, dynamic programming and symbolic logic. 

21. Management Controls 

97. With the complexity of modem ii:tdustrial and 
business enterprises, management control techniques become 
useful in evaluating both the performance of enterprises at 
the functional level and the overall performance. Manage
ment controls operate on the principle of exception and 
need the establishment of bench marks, sign boards, etc., 
which are easy to understand without referring to a great 
:mass of detail. Control does not aim at curtailment, rather 
it regulates. Management control essenti31ly works from 
top downwards while the other detailed controls work from 
bottom upwards. The essence of management controls 
involves 

(a) 

(b) 
(c) 

(d) 

98· 

.,.re :(a) 

(b) 
(c) 
(d) 

collection and classificatioil of vital information to 
ensure that nothing of importance can occur without 
drawing attention to it, 
comparative assessment of their relative importance, 
use of charts and devices to clearly illustrate the facts. 
of the sit>Jation, 
expressing the whole period results in suitable 
dimensions which can be easily understood by the
Chief Executive with a brief study of a few minutes. 
independent of the size or complexity of the orga· 
nisation. 
The control positions which are generally considered 

the business position, 
the operating position, 
the profit and los~ .acco~nt, 
the financial posttlon. 
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99 .. The techniques of such a,control envisage the deve
lopment of ratios for studying the behaviour for any specific 
activj ty or function or a group of activities or functions. 
The use of ratios transforms the perspective vision of manage
ment from the ineffective ways of looking at absolute figures 
which may not be comprehensively meaningful in terms of 
control~ Relative values can aid and be pivots for excrcisini: 
control. 



·v. MEAsURING AND SHARING GAINS OF 
PRODUCTIVITY 

. 'Productivity 
100. ·Productivity is the measure of the extent to.whicla 

the· resources 1'1~ utilised to ·Produce goods and services. It 
'measures this through determining the ratio betWeen the 
output of wealth or net result and the input of resourcct. 
It can be measured between any two stages in a productive 
process. In other words, we can measure productivity for a 
single operation in a process, or the entire proceu.. 
or the entire plant, or the industry or the economy 
as a whole. It can be separately measured for each 
resource i.e. for a man, for a group of men, a major mate
rial, capital, power etc. Two productivity values will. 
however, be comparable if both of them are for the same 
resource, are in terms of the same unit, and are for the same 
stages of a productive process. 

Gains of Productivity 
101. Productivity gains arise when there is increase in 

productivity; that is, there is a difference between productivity 
measured at two different points of time. In simple terms. 
the gains of increased productivity during any interval of time 
is the difference between the amount which the production 
during that interval would have cost if the productivity had 
not increased and the actual cost of production during the 
interval. In other words, the productivity gains during any 
given interval of time is the difference between the cost or 
production calculated on the basis of the level of producti .. 
vity at the beginning of the time interval and the actual coat 
of production during the interval, both costs being calculated 
at constant prices except where the price variations are attri .. 
butable to increased productivity. 

Characteristics of Productivity GaiiU 
102. Like productivity, the gains can atso be calculated 

between any two stages of a productive process. for any 
resource or f!lctOr of production or the contributing factor 
and over any period of time. It is the characteristic of all 
productivity gains that they are recurring or continuous i~ 
nature ; they continue to flow 10 Ion~ as the operations conti .. 
nue at the higher level of productiVIty. 

30 
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Other Gaihs 

.. .103:: It is.of note .that gains also accrue frooi various 
.clements of speculation, changes in capita] values, mitrket 
.conditions and ·managemen~ of property. But, these .. ~ould 
Jaardly be called as gains of incteased productivity. · :. :., 

. 104. There arc a variety of factors which contnDute to 
'JugberJproductivity. In the context of this Study Group's 
work, they could be classified into the following foUr major 
.groups :· · · · · · ,_ .. 1 

(i) Jmprovemeitt in the level of effort and ·skill of the 
worker. This measure of laboUr performance which 
is the ratio between the standard tim~ (based on 
·consistent and reasonable norms established by given 
technical conditions within which work lias to be 
perfonned) required to do a job and the actual time 
taken to do it. ~ . 1 

(ii) Improvements in product design, prOcess, Jnaterials, 
equipment, layout and work methods brought about 
by 
(a) an idea of the worker or any other worker ; 
_(b) research 'and d~velopmen~. including special 

studies ; · ' 
(c) technological development elsewhere .. ~ , .. 

(iii) Improvement in output due to capital intensi1ld.tion 
· · within the same techn,ology. · 
(iv) Improvements in management ·: metb~ and 

practices. . . 
lOS., Gains in productivity resuJiing fiom impr:ove~e_nts 

o()J _type (1) are whoJly attributable to_ the workers.' Sr~rlar 
,.atns due to improvement of the type (iii) are wholly attnbu
-tab~e to capital. The gains of type (ii) and (iv) are mainly 
.attributable to management of operations, but aJso •.flave 
-clements attributable to either workers or capital or both. 

SbariDg Galas of Prodoctirity 
. Principles . . . _ . --, 

I 06. The principle of sharing the gains of productivity 
.has been accepted by all. It is agreed that the gains sho~ld 
be equitably and fairly shared b) aU agents in the productrve 
-process, namely-the community, the worker and th~ i?-ven.to:· 
lf sharing of gains has to be a practical propos1t10n, rt IS 

-obvious that the mechanics of sharing should fulfil the follOW• 
1ng conditions : 
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(i) Increase in productivity should result in material? 
gaiJ:ls _and that the gains should~ J11~urable .• 

,ii) Sharing is concerned with increase . in Productivity· 
irrespective of the level of productivity. 

'iii) Sharing will have to be done on specific increasesM 
· in productivity . of department or on unit to unit 

basis and not for the industry or, economy as a:. 
whole. 

~iv) Sharing between the parties has to be oa the basis. 
of certain agreed formula, to be impersonal and less
disputable. The Group, however, is of the view 
that it will ·be neither feasible nor useful to evolve a 
universal fonnu1a. for -sharing gains from higher· 
productivity applicable to all industries and under a11· 
_conditions and situations. 

(v) The sharing of gains of specific increues in produc-
tivity should have no bearing on the existing level or· 
wages or general increases in --them, ad hoc or 
systematic, through the process of collective bargain-

. tog or otherwise •. Similarly, it· should have no· 
effect on sharing of gaius or increased receipts resul .. · 
ting from ·ractorS other than. specific increases in. 
producti'-:ity. 

(vi) Sharing can be done only- when, the· gains hav~
materialised and that no share can -be larger than' 

. the_gain. Sha~ ~ust necessarily_~come_ out of the· 
gains. · 

.(vii)" Sharing should :not result in seriOu~ ciiss8.tisf~ction · 
among non .. benefiting. workers inside as well as ou~
.side the unit. · lt .-should ,not upset or <;:rumble th~ · 
wage -structure. · 

. •(viit) Sharing should not·· be an ·-excuse for retrenchment; 
demotion ,or loss. of ea'l'nings to· workers or· for
practising poor human relations. or. undermining the· 
growth of trade unionism. 

(ix) For sharing to be equitable and logical, the proper-· 
tion of shares of the various parties shoUld have 
some reasonable relationship with the extent of" 

· contribution that each party makes for obtaining 
the gainS.· At the same time, the need to enable 
the wages and living standards of workers to rise 
continuously with rising labour productivity must 



alsO be kePi Ih Dliiid. This requires·· tb'ait' -'labour 
should not be denied the benefit of higher produc:ti
vity ~rising due to other factors also . 

. Methods gj Shariirg Gains · 

101. Several methods -already exist for sharing gains 
•due to increased·- productivity or otherwise. · These may be 
·classified as follows : 
.A. Sharing with labour 

.. (1) General increase in wages and/or allowances ;: 
(ii) Systematic increase in wages through annual 

increments or merit increments or both:; 
(iii) Increased special allowances or -higher fringe ben~ 

fits : 
(iv) Incentive payment to workers on individual pexfor

... :~ manoe oro-group performance; 
(v) Production bonus based on total produc·ion of a 

department or a unit · 
(v!~ AwardsJor suggestio:U. ; 
(v~~~ Ad hoc awards for exceeding the targets ; . . 

:;(ym) Profi~ _sharing plans, including_ ~tatutory .~~n$,;, _; 
(1x) Acl hiic annual bonuS awards.· · · 

..B. Capital . .. .. . 

•~·- .. ( i) Increased.profits. · -; 
(ii ) Increased dividends 

:i: _ (!ii) Incre;t~, ploughing back of pi-ofits •. --~'~·. · . ' · 
~(1~) ~nc~~4 appropriation to cap~tal re~n·e fund.,.,. 

C~: . Community.! 

(~ ~ Price reduction of goods and services. ' · · " · 
!,i: '(n) Increased taxes, duties etc., paid to Government add 
'· • l_ ... local authorities! 

(111) Increased donations to social welfare service'S 8.11<1·., 
organisations . 

. 108. In addition, there are several o~er _.methods: of 
thanng_the_gains .. These are: 
.A. Lobou~ · .. · · · 

(~)_Promotion or otherwise recognition Qfexcellencc. 
(~~.)Improved working conditions,,- ·, 
(111) Increased facilities and opportunities for self-develop-

:- = meot and advancement. _ · 
(lv) Improved -employee amenities-inside the plant such 

as lockers, rest rooms, canteens, drinking water 
facilities, first-aid rooms, recreational facilities etc. 



:(v); ~:wor~n~ hou~_ more.paid ~eav~ and holidays • 
.(.vJl ~IJ1~!9.Ve,d. ~~ployee ·amenities outsid~ th~ 'plant sucl» 

as medical and health facilities and facilities for hous
ing, Children's education\ cheap rations, transport,. 
recreation, extra-curricular activities etc. 

[vii) Improved .other _social beilefits such as. employment 
:insurance; group healtfl, accident and, life insurance;. 
credit facilities etc. 

Capital 
(i); ; Moderriizatioti and expanSion of production (facili-
:· ., 1ties1 ' , 
(ii) Improved ·management development and ·employee-
-i _· training facilities.· . . 
(iii) Expansion and improvement of productivity ser-

;. - ; vices. : . . . 
(iv) Expansion of research; experinientation and develop

: mental facilities. 

C. Commrmity or State 
(i) Imp~~)Ved quality and utility of_goods_and"seivides. 
{ii) After-sales service at no extra cost:. . , 
(iii) Oeser adherence to 90mmi~ments ·such as ~~very 

dales, quality .• .,_ . • . . . . 

(iv) Reduced burden on special services. 
(v) Reduced burden in respect of· .training, researCh1 ani! 

nation building activities. · · 
109. ProblemS of Wbethef ·to shafe the··gains' tlirhugh· 

financial; Oi·Don-financial means Can best be solved ·by i'ndivi
dual management on the basis of existing levels of· ·wageS: 
and ofnon-financial-benefiu ·tQ- l.abour,.:capital and commu
nitYr. • Since-w•ges. . in" India are ·Jow,- monetary gains' would: 
aonnallY be more acceptable and '!lSCful to. workers than. 

00,....monetary ones.··. · · , 
Comments on Possible Metm$·tif Sharing 

~o filf.:'~The··iniporiant characteristiCs of the· possible fulan~: 
cial JDea.DS of sharing the gains ·of productivity with· lat;tou~.: 
are described below : . . . . . ' ' 

(-ttC:eneral increase .in .wages: ·Wage increase ma'f or 
may not have arl.y- Telat_ionship with the · increa~ in 
general ievel ·of pro~ucti~ity and! i~·.any case. it: ~as. 
no direct relatioi_lShip ·With spec1fic Instances ~f tn

·creased pfo"ductivity. They perpetuate_ the share B.nd 
:thuS, Jt.the·g~_ns cea~· on ~.r acoouot; the~increaso 
. ... ~ ' ' ., 



·in wage no longer. remains a·- share· but becomes a 
burden. ·Further, they ·do not- reward individuals 
according to their contribution to gains and if an 
attempt is made to do so, it will distort_ the wage 

·structure. Thus. while wages should- increase from 
time to time as general level of productivity and total 
industrial output increases, it cannot be a general basis 
of sharing the gains of specific increases in productivity. 

( ii) Systematic increases in wages : In this system, there is 
an automatic increase in wages, generally every year, 
by a predetermined amOunt. Though in 'the present 
systems, these increase& do not have any relationship 
with productivity, there· is >technical feasibility of 
linking this system with overall productivity. For 

. example,. -if it is established that in an organisation 
the annual- increase in the overall productivity has 
been say 4%, then· such a trend could be presumed 
for future years and a system of 4% annual increase 
in wages could be built into the time &eale grades: This 
sould continue tiU the wage structure is reviewed and 
re-negotiated at; the expiry of the current qreemcnt. 

(iii) IJJCIIll/ipe sohB~:J~es : This system is the most effective 
means of sharing the pins of productivity arising 
out of increased e.ffort& on tbc part of workers. ll'his 
is described ·in detail oJsewhcre in the report . 

. (iv) .SUggestio~ sohB1116S : ··These schemes solicit SUJ&CS" 
. tions from the individual worker.;. and on rec:civina an 
aeceptable-susgestion. reward tho supestion. ~he 
rewards are JenctaUy related to tbc pins acco~ 
to a_ pre-determined scale. Such sobemcs cons:tttute 
an excellent means of obtaining ideas for .biahcr 

. productivity and shariq the rosulting pins. 

-(:~).Production Bonua: In thiS system, workers-are paid 
:a lump·l'um amount for exceeding production tarae~ 
according to a predetermined scale. It is a means 
of sharing the gains of ,acneral increase· in producti· 
vity, only when the production increases due to in

:crease· in productivity and ·not by increases in the 
--inputs;· Since measurement--of overall production 

eannot ·isolate all the other contributing factors and 
as the bonus is not related to individual contribu
tions, it is not as fair and effective a means of shar
ins the &ains as incenti~e. schemes. 



(vi) Profit.:.shtufng Plans·: ' These_ :are ·essentially systems. 
of sharing the ·profits with the workers in a predetet
mined proportion and· manner. Most profit-shar
ing plans have no direct relationship with producti
vity as they are based on total profits which accrue 
on several accounts. This, however, does not mean 
that such plans are woithless ; they have some other 
objective which they are quite adequately achieving. 

(vii) Production-sharing or Cost-saving Plans :. There are 
many varieties of production-sharing plans, all of 
which have. potentialities of becoming a means of 
sharing the gains of increased productivity on plant
wise basis. The well-known plans of this type are 
the Scanlon plan. the. Nunn-Bush plan and the 
. RucRr share. of production plan. These plans are 
known by the .names of the persons who first formu- · 

· lated them:. Although these plans· ·vary in details. 
they are based on·essentia11y the·saDle·"principles. In 
aJI these planso· the·objective.js to· reward the emp

. loyees for increasing .. thee productivity •. expressed in 
.relati~ to labou~ .. or in·te~s,qL units of labour as. 
below: 

- :·1 
_ ~~t-put 

' .P~od~ctiVity= -"-"'--,---.,-.""'-""~,-,,-,-c 
··· -:-· ... '· ~C-~bour emp~oyed 

The •outpUt' ·is expressed either in terms of total. 
''VR!ue of sales or total· production· value::•, The total 
;·produCtion value;·which·is also ·called value added 
' by manufacture. is the total'· value · of sales minus 
. the cost of material, supplies and power.· 
A Typical Approach to Sharing Gains of Higher 

' . . . '; 

Productfvity __ of Lab~ 
111. _ Keeping in view the characteristics, capabilitios,. 

·adVantages and disadvantages of the. various methods of sbar· 
jng described above, it appears that a comprehensive system 
of abarjng the gains of sp~cific increases in productivity will 
be somewhat as follows : 

Typ~ of gain Type Oj plan 

1• Gains due to additional 
efforts of workers while 
working within the given 
technical conditions. 

Wage incentive schemes. 
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2. Gains due 
changes. 

tc}ec~I~Ji~:"{i}_1~ggestion Schemes. 
(ii) Promotion to higher gra.de' 

, througb-J&Valuation of job,. 
taking due D'?te of the in .. 

··creased:· SOphisticatiOn ancl 
·higher produ<:tiVity of tb 

r machine and· equipment. -~ 

(iii) Lump-sum aw~-bOc

3. Gains due to increases in 
prodUctivity on other ac
counts as also due to overall 
e.ff~_ct of 1 and 2 abpvc. · 

or predetermined. 
Production·sharin&: or cost
saving plaos~ 



PJac:e.oflneentivel!l in Productivity 

lii: .Jncenti~C-_-is .simultaneously~ a device of increasing 
~ _j,lodUctivity. _and equi~bly sharing its gains. There arc 
· seyeral wro'5 Qf inCreasing productivity. The important amoniF 
lh~se.are~=:· 

(i) Improved· product design ; 
{ii)_ Improved processes and ·materials ; 
(iii) More and better machines an~ equipment ; ·-
(iv) Better work methodS'; . 
{v) More effective utilisation of nlanpower Rt all levels; 

and 
(vi) Better organisation and planning. 

113. Incentive is concerned with .more effective utilisa .. 
tion of manpower, which is the cheapest. quickest at1d surest 
mt>ans of increasiflg productivity. Method~ involving 
improvf'ments in product design, processes, materials, machi
nes and equipment rtquire capital investment (a scarce 
commodily) and lot of time to start giving l'f'sults. They 
may also involve for!3gn exchange. Some of these require 
investments in research and development which may take 
sevt"Tal years to mature or produce practical and worthwhile 
results. 

114. As against these. more effective utilisation or 
manpower, improved work methods, and improved manage
ment organisation and planning require practically no or 
little capital expenditure and bring about results as soon as 
they are applied. These means of increasing productivity 
therefore should receive our first attention. Gains accruing 
from these would enable action on the capital intensive 
.methods of increasing productivity for even greater results. 

J J s. The present level of manpower utilisation in the 
industrY as a whole is of the order of 4fl to .50%. The only 

racticable and st'lf-sustaining means of improving the utilisa
:on is to introduce incenti~~ schem~s. _to stimulate human 
exertion and provid~ . a posttlve mottvatton to greater output 
and higher producttvny • 

38 
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1be Concept of ..Monetary Jaeentite __ ---
.. ,Monetary INCeptive-Defined 

116. M?n.U.ry incen~vo "'!" be_ .bept · ~efined as extiil 
·financral motivation. It rs desrgne4 to stunulate human 
~exertion by rewarding the person, over and above the time_ 
-rated remuneration, f9r improvements in the present or targ~ 
.ted results. 

Types of Financial Motivation 

11-7. FiDanci~ motivatiOn coi.dd · be 'Ph,vided in many 
:•ways such as promotion to higher. grade.- increments in.~ 
'SaDle grade, ad hoc lump-sum rewards, . greater and better 
physical amenities and incentive Wages;: ''Of all these,·-ttre 
most direct aitd concep"tuaUy correct financial mOtivation-~s 

"'the incentive wage .wherein the ·total wageS 3.nd its quantum 
-v_aries, ~ccording to a _pre-det~incd scale,-. in direct pro~
tion to the results achieved durmg the relevant wage perjod. 
In none of -the other cases the incentive payment can be ma,de 

-directly proportional to the results achieved from period to 
period and accordi~'to pre-determine~ .. ScaJe{ - --~ -~ 

System of Industrial. Remuneratiotl. fteviewed _____ . 
118. There is a distinct and clear attempt in the system 

:?r 'induStrial remUnerations; · p"articularly :tbos~ -blised on 
~ob 'evaluation and 'other systematic'· approaches, to .coJU.. 
·pensate ·man for· all of his contributions. A mao's contri
·bution to an activity is-manifold and -some of the major ones 
~amon~ these which :'could; be.; identifi.xl with-' the various 
·constituents -of wages _ate-

,.·J': Time" · ··s.' RespoOsibility 
-~·-· SkiU '· 6·. ·Working con4ltio_J;l~ . 
. 3.' Efron' 7. : Co-oJMrratioD.. ",: ·. 
4. Ideas a: . CoD.tinued seiviOo 

. '- 119. If the Cxisiilig p::Llte~S -~r i~dustrial re?'unerat~Oill 
:are analysed, the following contribution-remunCI:&tloD relation-
;abip would be observed : · 



Kind of \:';i: ... :.'~•':.l-- -~~~·:i- Metbo'd':·tif·?a'ytnent 

~~ntribUJionr: : I F'or doi-rrial ·coniti~ ~-··I \ -. F'Or" extra• &Jui- . 
,-_ r:~·< ::I" - ·;: 1: -Tbdtion-1 .. c: !i '"'•!···• _ bntion .···:"1rt 
• t · 1 • • \ :·c ; l . ~ '; •,, ( .,_. _c. - ,;; ., ... /.: .. ,_. - •. . ~ ., 

·i:~:r~·~o .. :. iks1~-~~~e:_f.l<-iked\4.nO{y_: 1'~vehr.rte\Jilges.' 1 
·:•·' 

ancc · : t .. ·I 

Ba's!C · witge' -bisect on ·ro~' -,Higher basic wage+ 
Evahqlti9J;~+AIIowanc~ f'\.llowance through pro .. -

: •·• •. --:;1 motion. · · 

2. Skill 

:&sic Wag~ ba~d: ·on Job, •incentive Bonus and :trferit. 
·· Evaluation.+Ail~wan~.s., 1 : Incre!Jlcnts · :· 

:.. 4. Jd~ : .Soige,tion ~ewards ! ,. . . . , . , 
; 5. R_~1ponai- · Basic wa~e- based on Job_ . , Higher basic wage+· 1 • 

r·::. bili_ Y. : · - : _ E~a~_ua_t_IO~~~Io~~s · ' 1 .'~~~;:nces through _p~p---

-,_ working'· B~icwi.ge bas~d On iob 'Jligher bdsic wage+ \' 
• - condition: .Evaluatio·d+Allowances •,!AlloWances · •I 
' 7. CoDpCratiod Continued-. payment or basic Incentive Bonus ··I 
1_, F .:."1 wage+All~w_ances , • · r. ~· 

1. Continued Time Scale i Increment. in,- . ~romolion and Fringe .. 1 service Basic wage - · ' Benefits· ' ' 
\ . 

~- • · . _ •:: '· r't : i ' I . ., . .• I ·: ~ 1 • 'J. · J l 
I'{J 1 12Q. ~•t WiU be seen. from -the ab~ve ~at )Vh~l_ ts geq~" 
._rally cal~ed. ·as i~centive 1 is paid for. e~r~- contril;luti_on .. ~ 
~.effort an4.C(JQpefl.tion., .. The ideas as;e.~_wa,fded t~ough SUS" 
~, ge$Sio~ .awards,. and extra time._ th_r-ougl\. · ove_rtime _paymen~ 
~:.Extra COQtri.bJI.tion: o:n:.most of the rem~ini_og factors ar_e-~ 

warded through promotion to the. J:ti_gb.er_gr~e. _reSulting-.i,p. 
higher ~ic ·wage .and a}.lowances. CoD.tinued . service is
enc~u~ throng~ in~en!' in the time-seal~ grades, pro--
motion, and .the var1ous .{rmge benefits most".of whiCh are-
related to length of service-.' n:.,;.· 

'·.'The Concept. 'q[ lntegrated Wage Pay'me~i -~ 
~' • • l'J ~- I. t ,, • J i , 'L 
. · ; 1~1: 1 ne nopn~ methods of wage P<t-_Yment 1lre; virtual!f 
·hZero-Result" payments. 'fbe baSic wage. P;lus the:dearnlfS$ · 
and other fixed allowances constituie .... the ruu ana ·oomp-!'ete 
payment for all the job characteristics or the expected inputs. 
But it has no relationship with the acutal results achieved. 
One might argue thLt since the wages are paid for a period of· 
time, the application to job during th_at period and conseque-

tly the results is automatically constdered. This is however 
n nJy an expectation. The_ system of payment by ihelf does-
0 t ensure this. What is really ensured is attendance and 
:~itber application to job nor results. 
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12~ .. l_n~ntiyy sch~mes provi~~ :~--m~D.f ~>f:-:"P~~itively" 
-ensuring the best. ap,lllicat~on for the e~Ure pen_Od of atten
·dan~ ·time. They 'thus sopplenteni ·fhe·wagelpaytnent· systems 
to make wages a function of both the job ehai"a.Cteristics and• 

.application to job. 
123. When application to job iS measured by the:results, 

then the total system of wage payment (Basic+D.A.+Incen· 
tive) reaches its ideal state of .. payment by result")which is 

·the only economically viable system of payment. · 
124. lt should. however. be conceded that the perfor

mance based system of wage payment is more c;omplex and 
-cumbersome than the system based entirely on attendance. 
But this is unavoidable till we reach a stage where, by sheer 
force of habit supplemented with normal supervision, we 

·could achieve the fullest and most productive application 
.to job. 

The Mechanics of Incentive · 

125. The incentive schemes are simply devices for 
•coinciding the interests of the employees with those of the 
-organisation in a more demonstrative and' realistic manner. 
The problem of incentive is of not only stimulating and sus
t~i!ling human exertion at optimum levels~ but also channe-
·lJsmg the resulting increased activity towards achievement of 
·the desired results. The.· ~basic · Mechanics of incentive 
:Scheme is : · 

A. · To Sti~~Jaie an· indi~idu~l tO 
I i l put in as much effectivQ-:e'ffort:as· he'· can, day 

in and day out, through • . 

(a) working at optimum: paOO, 
(b) using· his effort; ·more -dteitiVeiy' and· skill

fuiJy, and 
(c) appiYi~g hi"ms~if to ._wor:k: for as great~- pro-

. ··portion of available time as··possible; · ... 
( 'ii) Co-op~rate and -co-ordinate his Work" with others 1 

· as best as he can; · ' · . . · . · 7! 
B. Towards achievement of certain specified objectives 

or results; 
C. By rewarding h-im (making extra payment) according 

to, and in proporj ion to, the obje9tives or results 
achieved. · 
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El~m~tS ·o~ .Incentive· Scheme and Tbefr ne~d~ 
i26._, A~ in~nti~e: ~h~me ·is defined 

1 

by. its r~llowin~ 
l)lain element.s ; 

( i ) Objectives 
( ii) Measurement- of achievement or performance 
(iii).Base Qr datom performance 
(iv) Quantum ·of incentive and · performance-reward: 

relationship. 

These· are described in some detail in the following·. 
paragraphs. 

Objectives 

127. Incentive schemes can· be devised to fulfil any· 
orgimisational intei-est so long as the interest does not stand~ 
in the way of employees' interest, and is something which the· 
employees can help achieve. The following are some of the
objectives which iilcentive schei:nes may be required to achieve:. 

1. b1creased Output 
2. -Reduced Time 
3. Higher Workload 
· 4. Improved Methods 
S. Improved Quality 
6. Higher-Plant Utilisation 
7. Higher Material Utilisation 
8. Improved Process Efficiency 
9. Economy in the, U~e: of Servic~ and Utilities 

10. Cleanliness ,· · 
11. Greater Safety 
12. Effective SuperVision 
13. Reduced Absenteeism 
·14. Reduced:Cost on Other Accounts 

$election. of Objectives 

128. Co~t selection ·of objectives can make all the
difference between a successful scheme and a scheme doomell 
tO failure. Some of the important COJ;lSiderations in the selec
tio!l- of obj~ives are that they · 

t. should be of interest to management; 
. 2. must be possible to measure; 

3. must be of economic importance; . 
·· 4. should be Within the control of the employee o• 

group of employees; 



"S."' 'sllOuld ·av6itt the·' tendeD.cy' tO ~.:-oVet.:.emplias'ise' one 
factor at the ·expense of the others! tO the .. detriment 
of the overall purpose of the scheme; · · 

6. should be such that it should be possible to show 
the operator how the · factors can .be improved. 
(Towards this end, a document setting out the recom
mended method of obtaining the improvement 
should be prepared and issued); and 

7. should not be more .than two or three. 

129. ·In most cases,· INCREASING OUTPUT consis
with the quality standard is the objective sought to be 

achieved through an incentive scheme. Where increasing out
put is not within the control of the operative, such as when 
attending to a chemical process, then the objective of the 
scheme might be to increase WORKLOAD to improve 
labour productivity and to improve the PROCESS EFFI
CIENCY through effective control of the process. For a 
truck driver, the objectives may be increased UTILISATION 
Of truck.-·less CONSUMPTION of fuel and greater SAFETY. 
For the attendant on the cane crusher, the objectives may be 
greater YIELD of juice from cane, increased WORKLOAD~ 
and better UTILISATION of crusher. · ·. · 

. Measurement of Peifomrance . . 
· . 130. To reward persons according to, and in proportion 

to, the achivement of the objectives, it is necessary to measu~ 
the objective achievement or performance quantitatively. The 
m,..asurement of performance has the following aspects : , . 

(i) Definition of performance as an index. ratio or 1\. 
straight quantity. 

(ii). Setting standards or norms for measurement· ·Of 
performance. , . 

t ~ii) The period of performance evaluation or assessment~ 
(lv) The unit of manpower i.e .• individual or group. 

Considerations 
• 1_31. The following considerations should be kept .in 

~lew In measuring performance : · 
(i) There must be a direct relationship between 

something of value which is measured to assess thd' 
· performance and ·the contribution made . by the

workers. 
(ii) The measured standard should not be influenced to 

· · any great extent by external agencies or factors. 



•1 (iii) Measured standard must ~based- .on definite quality 
·-req~iremen~ with- proper an4 direct controls placed 
on waste .. 

·(iv) Standards should be set through- systematic work 
measurement, and should be rigidly maintained. 

{v) Standards should be 'guaranteed with clause to 
account for significant methods improvements. 

(vi) Shop procedures and methods should be standar~ 
dised. 

(vii) The minimum acceptable performance should be 
carefully set. and the maximum achievable perfol'" 
mance should be known. 

(viii) There should be equitable adjustment for fai1ure to 
meet the task when the causes of failures are beyond
the employees' control. 

(ix) There should be sufficient scope for increasing: 
performance. 

Stm1dard 
132. Standards for measuring performance as indicated 

11bove must be ·set usina industrial engineering techniques. 
They should be realistic, fair, equitable and reasonably 
accurate. Incorrect standards, -whether tight ,or loose, arc 
the principal causes of the failure of many an incentive · 
-scheme and are known tO_ have done incalculable hann not 
.O.Oly to the Working of incentive schC?leS but to _the wJ.tol~ 
.oo~pt.behind it, the industrial ·relations and _peace, :worket 
.and union ·attitudei towards management, level of productiviti 
.etc. Standards_ for measuring o~tput;_ production, workload 
.arid. plant utiliSatiOn should be developed ·through techniques 
ofWork Measurement. For developing standards foi' 
lnaterial utilisation; Quality, t~afety etc., statistical techniques 
involving analysi~ o~ .past and experim~tal data sbo~ld be 
.einployed. · ' - "' · 1 

Period of Aasesameni · I 

I 33. The period over which performance is assessed 
<Should be ·as· _short as ·pessible, for the '.incentive to be 
.effective, and for the worker to be able to relate his efforts 
with _the earnings while he still remembers all that_ happened 
.during the period being assessed. It is good practice to 
assess the performance every ~ay ."or every shift, and inform 
the worker of his performance mdex the very. next day. 
, . 134. If the performance is likely to be affected by 
factors other than the ~trort& of.th~ worker and th~ consequent 
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-v~;iM~O~ i.n. the __ perfo~ance .. can, ~!,Vera~. ~llt1 p_fll_y ~ver *· 
11o.og~t per1od than a day or _ q. shift, then 1t may be destrab1J1~ 
-to···-assess the performance· over such longer . period. ~lte 
principle is _to keep the_ period of assessment as short as 
possible. · · · 

Unit of Manpower 
·. 135. Incentive is ·most effective when an individual is 

rewarded on his own performance. No one works bettet 
than for one's own self. Therefore, the best unit of manpower 
for ~sessment of performance or achievement is an indivi~ 
-dual. However, when it is difficult to assess the performance 
on individual basis, or where the performance of an individual 
--depends upon another, it becomes necessary to reward an 
individual on the basis of the performance of the group. Such 
:schemes are popularly called as group incentive schemes. 

Group Incentives 
-136. The group incentive system is not a new or a 

-different wage formula. The wage incentive formula used in 
group systems are the same as those used in- individual incen· 
tiye systems. It is only a method of computing~ and 
-dis~buting eamin_gs among a group of workers who pool 
the1r; accon;tplisbmcnts. The group system is applied best 

--whl'!n· 
l {i) there is community of interest among the members 

of the group ; . 
!{ii) it is impossible to measure the contribution of 
'·i. ·individual members accurately and economically; 
: (iii) the measured contribution· is a result of the efforts of 
:>:·· of all members of the ·group; 

(iv) the measurement of individual contribution might 
· force individuals to work towards cross·purposes.; 

· (v) there are violent fluctuations in workload, and 
during the low periods individuals ~ likely to tum 

. . out more only at the cost of others; and . 
(v1) the individuals cannot be provided w1th equal 

opportunity of incentive earnings. 
Coverage 

137. Once incentive is introduced in a plant or an 
·()rganisation, it is imperative to extend it to cover as many 
-of.the employees as possible. Incentives, being related to 
-eam~ngs, are taken by employees as an additional benefit 
·proy1ded by management. . and as such the employees would 
:naturally press for extending this benefit to all employees. 
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Su-itabJC ·~beriles could be developed fof · alinost alf eatCg"ori$ 
of employees, including supervisors, managers, maintemuice
workers ·and clerical staff. · 

Critical Performance Indices-Defined 

138. In an incentive scheme there are four criticall'. 
indices1 namely, the standard index, the reference index, 
the base index and the incentive index. These are defined. 
below: 

(i) Standard Index : When the actual achievement 
equals the standard achievement, the Performance
Index is 100 and this index is called the STAN-· 
DARD INDEX. This index corresponds to the~ 
performance of an average operative who is adequa·: 
tely qualified (m!!ntally and physically), skilled,. 
trained and experienced for that particular job, and 
who is working at normal pace under good super· 
vision, but without the stimulus of any financiah 
incentive. 

(ii) Reference Index : Since such an average operative"" 
may or may not exist in a particular plant, and for~ 
reasons of history, inffective supervision over a 
long period of time, lack of proper shop procedures.., 
and for various other reasons, the average perfor
mance of operatives, before introduction of any· 
incentive scheme, is generally below the standard 
inde:tt. This index. may be termed as REFERENCE 
INDEX, being the performance during a certain 
selected reference period before the introduction ol 
Incentive Scheme. 

(iii) Base Index: The index for exceeding which incen·· 
tive is paid is generally called BASE INDEX. The
base index may be the same as the reference· 
index or any other between the reference index. and: 
the standard index. 

(iv) Incciltive Index: Under the stimulus of a Financiali. 
incentive, the operatives would increase their perfor~· 
mance from the base index to standard index, and 
then beyond. After some time, the average indeX~. 
under incentive would stabilise and remain steady· 
(other factors remaining constant) at a certain value-· 
higher than the standard index. This index may ba-= 
termed as INCENTIVE INDEX. · ,.! 
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')JoSe IndeX· 
I 39. The base· index is''the m.ost·criticaf · aspect· of aJJ 

incentive scheme. The point of performance beyond whicbl 
incentive should start being paid,· is one of the key points in. 
labour management negotiations over incentive schemes. 
According to classic industrial engineering practice and also
from the very definition of standard, the incentive should
start from the standard performance. But if the referenl:e' 
performance is much below the standard performance as is. 
the case almost everywhere in this country, an incentive is. 
required in the first place to reach the standard performance. 
Most wcll-knowh and successful schemes in this country, 
therefore, very rightly start the incentive near about the" 
average reference index. There are also schemes where each 
small group starts at its own reference index but the incentive 
payment is so arranged that at standard performance all 
groups get the same incentive. Beyond the standard perfor
mance all the groups have the same scheme. 

Peiformance-Reward Relationship 
140. As mentioned earlier, incentive is earned for ex

ceeding the Base Performance Index. The rate (rupees per· 
l;lour) at which incentive is earned obviously varies according: 
to the level of performance. At base performance index the 
incentive mte is zero, and as the index: increases from here •. 
the rate also increases in some proportion to the increase tn:_ 
performance. This proportion depends upon the perfo~ance-' 
reward rel~~iohship. 

incentive Rate . 
141. The Incentive rate should be a certain percentage

of the wage as it should have the same job differential as in 
wages. Where wages catTY dearness allowance, it would be
desirable to base the. incentive rate on the sum of basic wage
and dearness allowance. In the time-scale incremental gradesp 
it would be convenient for accounting purposes to have in
centive rate as a percentage of the wage at the middle of the
grade, irrespective of the position of an individual in the-
grade. · 

. Incentive Amount 
1~2. Incentive' is earned for the actual period ·during 

Which the opCtative is engaged on- the incentive job; in other 
words, for the actual .time taken to do the job. Thus, the
actual amount of incentive earned is the product of the in
centive mte corresponding to the performance achieved and. 
the actual time taken to do the job. · .. 



Cons(d_e_rat/ons 

'.143o In designing the petformaiu:e-rewaid relationship, 
lthe foUowing consideration~ should be kept in view : 

· · '(i) The scheme should reward 'employees in direct 
proportion to the increase in performance. · 

fii)- The reward should be over and above the basic· 
· wage which must be guaranteed. 
(iii) The reward should be- sufficiently strong, generous 

and fair. 
(iv) Reward should keep the scheme profitable . 
. (v) Reward should be unrestricted unless it is establi

shed that beyond a certain range the perfonnance 
would increase due to factors other than the efforts 
of the employees or would work against the overall 
objective. 

~vi) Performance-reward[relationship should not penalise 
t:mployees with less improvement range, because 
they have been efficient in the past. 

(vii) It should be simple to understand and the reward 
should be easily calculable by the employees. 

Types of Relationships 
144. There are several types of schemes,.each ·known 

by its originator: Howeve_r, basically, the~e. ~ three 
-cypes 9r relationships. dependm_g u_pon ~he ratio of mcrease 
in performance to mcreasc m mcentJVe raJe. They are. 
:Straight Proportional Relationship, Geared Relationship and 
"Variable Geared Relationship. They are defined below : 

· (i) 'Straight Proporti?nal . Relation_ship ~ In · · straight• 
proportional relat10nSh1p, the mcent1ve payment is· 
in simple proportion to the performance above a 
datum (Base performance). When a graph is drawil 
relating payment to performance, the relationship 
appears as a straight l~ne passin~ thro_ugb the origin. 
This constitutes the fatrest relattonshtp, and should 
nearly always be _attempted. 

-'ii) G red Relationship : A geared relationship is one 
" . ea h·ch the relationship between payment and per~ 

10 w t • h · 1 •18 other than the stra1g t proportiona . 
foi1Jlance . 

... . bl Geared Relationship : Var1able geare~ rela-
~111) t:onah_e d notes different degrees of geanng at 

ttons 1p e 
different levels of performance. 
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-145. In multi-factor. s.cheme where the, incent_iVe ts,.l?a-~· 
for performance on more than one factor, the total incentive

, paYment Is the sum total of the incentive earned on ea'Ch fac· 
· tor. Sepa'ratc perform8.nce-reward relationships are developed~ 
'for each facto·r. In designing such schemes, special care should·. 
be taken to ensure that total incentive earning potential is

' equitable for all sections of employees irrespective of the· 
number of factors on which their performance is measured. 

·Quantum of Incentive '· · · 
146. The quantum of incentive is another key aspect 

of the incentive scheme and labour-management negotiations
on it. The most fundamental concept governing the quantum . 

. is that the incentive should not increase the direct ~nit cost. 

. at any level of performance. This establishes the upper limit 
of the quantum. The Jower limit is set by the requirements. 

· of motivation. That is, what quantum will attract attention 
and generate the requisite inducement. The fairest quantum-. 
is one which, beyond the standard performance,. passes on 
the entire savings in direct labour .cost to the wa:rkers as
incentive after providing for the cost of. installing, operating 

:and maintaining the scheme.. The organisation will gain on 
. the savings in the overheads and increased volume of produc-· 
tion and sale. For performances between the base and the 
~standard, the quantum of incentive should be on a ,reduced· 
. scale (i. e. the savings in <;lirect labour cost should be sbarecf 
,_.between the·.worker., and the organisation) to· provide for 
• additional cost due to incentive being paid to certain indivi· 
<tuals or groups· at current levels of· performance and to· 

. ma~~~i!'-_inter-plant, intra-plant and inter-company P,M.ifY. 
:. _ ,

1 
.: _ _. _ prganisational and Employee Safeguards 

'· . .141. lJntesS' .an ·inCentive scheme is applied equitably 
.from both "the rnanagement*s 'and the workers'. poi.n,ts or 
'view, good industrial relatforts will .be difficult to seCure or· 
tttlaintain and· the increased -outPut." lower costs ~d. higher· 
.ep.m,ings which might have. t;een obtained from the successful 

:operation ofthe·scheme may not be ·forthcoming. ·DiStrust 
\'etween management and workers and friction among the 

·Workers themselves may prevent the scheme from functioning. 
"properly;-may lead to wasteful disputes and strikes, or may 
'even force the complete abandonment of the· scheme. It is, 
'-therefore, vital that the interests of both the organisation and 
•the employees are safeguarded by suitable provisions in collec-
'iive agreement. 
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Employee &feguartls 
148. The following. are some of the principal safeguards 

~Om the ~mployee's point of View.: 
--. · · (i) The consent of the representative of the workers 

concerned should be securec;l before any scheme is 
introduced. . The scheme may initially be introduced 
on trial period at the end of which both manage
ment and workers may be free to seek changes and 
clarification. · 

(it) The scheme should cover as large a proportion of 
workers in the establishment as po;;sible in order 
to avoid dissatisfaction due to disparities in 
earnings. 

(iii) The repre~ntatives of the workers should participate 
in the timing ·of jobs ; rate .setting ; fixing of 
standards ; seleCtiOn of ·workers for time study' ; 
establishing proper working conditions, rest allow
ance, unavoidable: delays and oth~r elements and 
procedures of work measurement. 

(iv) The workers should have the right tO question any 
standard which ·'may appear to be improper within 
a-certain predetermi.ned time period.· 'Such di'iputed 
standards should be proved by demonstration? past 
records or further study 8s may be convenient. 

(v) The ~rganisation' of work -and shop procedures 
should be reviewed bod~ befo~ and during the 
introductiOn of scheme to ensure "Continuous, steady 
and uninterrupted flow of work and susiained earn• 

. ing potential. · . · · 

(vi) The wage structufe ~hould be revi~wed to re~ove 
any wage anomalies which may exist and to .prevent 
development of such anomalies due to the scheme. 

(vii) The job security s~ould be guaranteed, . No worker 
· should lose his job, status, position or earnings duo 

to the incen live scheme. 
(viii) The existin' time-rated total wage should be 

guaranteed. · . · . . 
(ix) The standards and the cates should be guaranteed. 

Once finally .set, they should not be changed or 
cut except where there i!i a significant change in the 
work content of the job due to change in the 
product. materials, .process, equipment or methods. 
No JUch chang.!S in the stand.u-ds or rates should bo 
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made· without proper consultation with. workers' 
representatives. 

(~) The workers should be informed of their Perfor
mance and. earnings while they still remember the 
efforts put in to achieve that performance. For 
this purpose, performance should be measured over 
as small a period as possible. 

{xi) The scheme should ensure safety and health of the 
workers by establishing fair and reasonable stan~ 
dards. · adequate minimum guaranteed Wages; dis
couraging cut-throat competition amongst employees 
and avoiding penalties for low performance. Earning 
of incentive should be voluntary. 

, {xii) The scheme 'ihould reward workers on factors which 
are within their control and should not penalise 
them for loss in performance due to reasons beyond 
their control. Adequate provisions should exist in 
the.operation of the scheme to ensure this. 

(xiii) The scheme should be simple enough for employees 
to understand and should _appear _fair in both design 
and operation. -. 

(xiv) Incentive schemes should not be used as temporary 
expedients to overcome a particular situation and 
then allowed to lapse. To win the confidence and 
faith of worke~ scheme should be devised to permit 

· ·· . workers to gain a permanent benefit from it. . 
{xv) The scheme should provide attractive and fair 

rewards and fhould_ not throttle the earning potential 
of the workers. · 

(xvi) The scheme should provide equitable earning- oppor-
tunity to all workers. · ..., 

(xvii) The scheme should have adequate provisions for 
seeking prompt solution to employees• grievances 
about any part of the scheme and should not 

.leave management commitments_ flexible or ambi-
··guous. -

Organisational Sqfeguord$ 
149.- Some of the important organi~tional safeguards 

arc that the scheme , 
(iJ Does not increase unit Cost. In fact it should 

reduce unit cost. 
(ii) Achieves the objectives of the scheme and does not 

run counter to other objectives. 
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'"'l!'(i~J'".. . . .. . - -..- ··· ..... d··· 
(i Cl1suteS'mainteriiince oi·quahtY'st~.nda:r -~~ 

v)_ Does not up~et the wage structure.· ... 
~v)' · F!toVideS · "COnim"iu'llCnis' -orl· the_ part of wdrl«:rs to

·COopeiate·in establishing fair, realistic, equitable and 

1 · . reasoilably accurate standards. · 
(\'i) Does not interfere· with other existing pians, systems. 

.. and schemes. . ' 
(v_n)_ Daes not-reward individual--workers out'of p\'opor-

··· tion to their contribution ; and · · 
~Vut) l<.eeps management in full control of the operations .. 
. - Compeosatioo for Lost Time 

150. Incentive scheme establishes a condition ofcon-
_tract between the worker and the organisation in which the 

t ~orkers• remuneration is linked with the performance or· 
~ the results. 'Like in any other business contract, in this case 
~~.the worker expects the scheme to have a set of rules to. 
'f~rly and equitably deal with the various conditions that 
~lght arise affecting his remunerations. This is particularly

; ~DlllOrtant as, for being really attract!ve and motivating, the· 
•ncentive payment is a siz8.ble portion of his total earnings. 
and he is deeply concerned with maintaining at all times his. 

\total remuneration;· One of the very important points in this 
tregard is the conditions and factors which are beyond his 
! control and which reduce his incentive earnings. The worker 
-Oxpects an equitable adjustment for failure to nieet the set 
performance levels when the causes of failures are beyond his 

·,COntrOl. These include conditions such as stoppage of work 
I dUe to lack of materials, breakdown 0~ equi~ent, lack or 
orders etc. · · ! -

-o: "1SL Thett"are'tluiC.'maiit' "waYS of dealing W:idi)Slleh 
C?Dditio~s._viz.,. . . .. · .... ' _ .. · _: _ -.' 

'· · (i). 11td _Struidafds Or- Dorms. ~t themselve~ lri~lude 
:·adjustment for time lost due tq causes. beyond the· 

' 'contrOl of the worker. In 'such cases,. nO compen .. 
Sa:tiOo:. for ·lost tinie will -be necessary. This, 
however,, wou.ld ... be .. equit!lble OnlY ··-when the 
performance . 'iS measured. over_ a sufficient~Y. long. 
period: of time wherein the ·stoppage's would ev~n out 
and when there is no change in the pattern arid Hie 

. · quai1tuin of such stoppages. · . · 
(ii) The lost time may be excluded from the period 

· ·Considered for calculating the performance· and 
paying incentive. Tbi's will mean that the worker· 
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would be paid _ for :the lost 1ime at his normal 
!-Wage rate without ·any incentive1 Where· the 
incentive payments do not form a. 'Very substantial 
percentage of the' total remunerations, this systeJII 
is fairly logical and equitable because after aU 
incentive should · be payable only when the worker 
works at the required level of performance. The 
workers' -argument against this is that i.t is organisa"' 
tion's responsibility to provide continuous work and 
if they -are not able to do so, why- should he be 
deprived of the opportunity of earning incentive. 

(iii) The lost time may be excluded from ca.Jculati~.n 
of perf9rmance and payment of incentive as in .<u) 
above; but incentive may be paid for the lost t1~e 
on the basis of the average incentive earned durmg 
a-certain specified period. While this appears to be 
equitable from the workers' point of view, it goes 
against the conCept of payment by result because 

' ·incentive is being paid eveit when there is no result. 
(iv) In case -of piece-rate 'where there is no _normal 

. guaranteed· w~ges, the lost' time ~ay b~ Pa~t~~---~ 
: certain pre-determined fall-:back _fate. . . · 

~· .·.· ,_ l,?i,_ In choosing"ilnY oriC of th~ · 8boV~ meJ~ods of P,ro-
::Y1~_mg . co~p'ensatio11. _for ... loSt. time;. special ·. considera~o~ 
-~hould..,be g'iven to the· procedure_ and tbC-· cost of kcepmg 
records Of the lost time' arid s3.feguarding against fraud_ulent 

. .P;_actic~s of ~ooking excessive lost tinie ·and thus eami.ng 
1ugher mcentive."- Where the cost of booking is excess•ve 
:arid the fraudulent practices cannot be easily checked,_ the 
mo_st appropriate procedure· for dealing with lost time: wiJI be 
: ~s tnd,icated in (i) above. · · · 
!,,;·,: .. ;: -~\, __ 

1 
Pr~tection Against Rate-_cUuing,. 

·. · · .. 153.' N9thing has brought the system of incentive 
'~emes into greater disrepute than the practice of rate cut
:ting followed by certain organisations -in the past. In e_arly 
-days of incentive schemes, the norms or piece rates used to be 
reduced or revised when some workers were found to be mak
ing ·excessive earnings. This was mainly because the norms 
were often loose and were not based on work measurement. 
· I 54. The practice of rate cutting is bad for both tile 
<~rganisation and the worker. It is bad for the organisation 
because workers would soon come to know of it and peg their 
production. at a level lower than what was achievable. for 
:fear of rate cutting. If they could earn a ·certain amount 
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with half the effort, ·why should· .they: work more, .get the rates: 
out and then work twice as hard·to earn the same amount? It 
is bad for the workers because their earning potential is timi-· 
ted and reduced..and because those who are sincere and hard. 
working are the ones who suffer most. 

155. To safeguard against- this practice, the scheme
should guarantee the norm or standard or the piece rate. 
Once fixed, tio change should be made in the standard. ThiS
'provision makes it incumbent on the organisation to set a.. 
fair and reasonably accurate. standard at the very outset. It. 
is, therefore, most vital that standards are establisbCd through 
the modern techniques of work measurement. 

156. It is obvious that a standard holds good only so
long as the method remains unchanged. If there is any sub
stantial change in the work methods, product, process, 
material, tools, machin~s. layout etc., the standard does not 
bold good and needs a change. This is important, for, if' 
this is not done, the worker will earn incentive .out of pro
portion to the effort put in. If the change in methods ~akes. 
'the standard tight. the worker would lose his earnings. If it 
makes it loose, he will have excessively high earnings. It is. 
therefore, necessary that while guaranteeing the standa~ 
simultaneously, the scheme should provide that if there is. 
any significant change in methods, materials, process, machine. 
'tool etc., the job will be remeasured and a new appropriato: 
Standard established. · 

157. While on this point, it is necessary to a1so consider 
8s to how to correct the faulty standards and the mistakes 
made in the existing schemes. There are already many orga• 
Disations which bad established norms without any systematic 
work measurement and are now faced with the problem of" 
loose standards and excessively high and out-of-proportion 
incentive earnings. At some places, the incentive earnings. 

·of some workers are as high as 4 to 5 times ·their normal 
·wages. It appears that methods such as those described. 
below may be adopted to correct such situations .: 

( i ) Start all new workers on a new scheme based on 
proper work measurement. 

(ii ) Where feasible, shift the high earning workers to 
jobs with high normal_ wages and thus adjust some of' 
their excessive incentive earnings against the wages. 

(ii.i) Pay mutually agreed lump·sum amount as compen ... 
sation and attract the ~ld workers to the new sche~-
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JncentiYe:~me.and-Basic Wages.~ 

ISS. Incent:ve schemes·.are ·introduced to-·meetonlya 
specific requirement, namely f.' oquantitatively' • linldng the 
wages with performance. Best results are obtained . when it 
is left alone and not mixed-up with. other aspectS of remune. 
ration, motivation etc.. . It is not a cure-ali-or a substitute for 
other wage plans or forms of motivation. It is neither a. 
method of_ effecting wage increases nor of checking demand$. 
for higher wages, nor of justifying low-wages. 

159. Incentive should be over and above the basic wage
and should not affect in any way the quantum of basic wage 
which should be governed entirely by the. characteristics or 
job such as those considered in job evaluation. 

160. Incentive is paid for performance beyond a norm. 
This means, at least conceptually, that the basic wages are
for working at the norm and that the incentive is the payment 
for working beyond the norm. It is, therefore, obvious that 
the existence or absence of incentive scheme should not have
any effect on the basic wages, specially because the basic: 
wage is not affected by the norm. . . 

Ceiling on Wage Incentive 
· ·161. Since human capability has obvious limitations. 
there is already an in-built biological ceiling on performance., 
It is, therefore, unnecessary to establish an arbitrary ceilinr; 
on incentive earnings. Any ceiling will be arbitrary and res--
trictive as it is impossible to precisely determine in advanCC" 
the maximum performance which any individual could achie--
ve ~nd.er any condition. Ceiling is undesirable from the point. 
0f "':'iew of the organisati.on .as it might Jose the contribution. 
wh.tch the worker might.bc able to make beyond the ceiling., 
It Is undesirable from the worker's point of view for it would. 
limit his earning potential if he could go beyond the ceiling ... 

162. 1t might be argued that the organisation: must 
J:no_w·its liabilities and that it is not healthy to have an un
hmtte~ liability. If the standards are b{lsed ·on proper 
work measurement, the liability· will not be unlimited. The
system of work measurement . itself is • based on a certain.. 
average performance: ·Under incentive condition. In other 
words, the standard set by good. work measurement is such 
~at if a large number of workers were to perform the opera
tiOn, the average perfonnance achieved by them will be a· 
known value. The individual performance cannot be J)redic"~~ 
ted but the average petformancc of all is predictable;. Ceil ... 
iJ:!.g should never b~.a. s~bstitu~~ for .poor work ~easUrement 
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.or a safeguard against· -loose· ~standards . .-: It is ·not fair to the 
-worKers. but bides wrong standards; methods. changes and 
.above all, deprives the organisation from . obtaining _full 
.advantage of. its resource;s. 
· :. :163. There are, however, situations where. on certain 
technical conside_rations, it is necessary to restrict the perfor
mance to a certatn level below the biological ·limit of human 
.capability. In such cases, a ceiling is justifiable. Some of 
1he major technical considerations which sometimes warrant 
.a ceiling are : 

( i ) Requirements of safety; ·;· 

(ii ) Controlling workmanship, quality and costlY rejec
tions; 

(ijj) A voiding excessive strains or wear of the equipment; 
(iv} Preventing undue overstraining of the worker on a 

job involving intensive effort and fatigue or on a 
job necessarily to be performed in hazardous work~ 
ingcondition~.. _,;·,. :-1:,. 

Sharing Gains of Technological Changes · ' 
164. Technological chanS;es · include' improvements in 

,roduct design; process, mate.rials, "eq~ip~~nt, · wor~ met~o~s 
:tc." :These·may or may not mv<?!ve add1t~onal ·caPltal. ~tmt~
arly, ·these may or may not_ ·mvolve htgber effort, skt~ or 
esponsibility·on the part'of.the worker .. ':".here such. changes 

volve increased effort,.· skdl·or responstbdlty of the worker,' 
~e need for·-sharin~ the g_ains of ·such· technological cban%fs: 

'th·the··workers JS obvtous. Even where the technologtcal' 
~anges have no effect· o"!l the_ worker~ there t~o, there ar~' 
iemands for sharing the gams Wtth the :workers. 

165_. There are o~viously. three" _ways ~f shar~ng ·th~. 
gains, viz., ·' · · 
. ( i ) Increase in the wages of the concerned workers. 

(ii ) Payment of a lump-sum amount once for all. . . 
C') Increased share under the existing schemes of pro-. 

111 
ductioD. bonus, allD:ual bonus,. profit sharing bonus. 
or production-shanng cost-savtng schemes. , 

166 
Increase in wages of the concerned workers on·· 

· · fa technological change will be a sound basis for·: 
a.cco~nt ~ ains only when the increment given has some· 
shart_ng \ .e ~0 the efforts, skill and responsibility require
relattonsr 

1
'hP "ob In revising the wages on the jobs affected · 

mentso eJ - k fth ·· 
by technological change, due n?te must be ta en o e greater 
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sophistication and higher productivity of the new machines 
and equipment or oiethods.' Further; "it must be appreciated 
~hat advancing technology will bring better standards for 
labour only if the productivity gains of the advanCing techno~ 
lOgy are available to the workers too. Denial of such gains 
to them will condemn them indefmitely to the present low· 
standards. 

167. Payment of a lump sum reward for making tech-· 
notogical change acceptable to the workers is in fact a kind. 
of inducement to make the workers accept the change. If a. 
general plan could be drawn Jinking in advance the amount
of lump sum payment and the amount of gains, this system. 
of sharing could be workable. Since it will be a lump sum 
payment, it·would not distort the wage structure. It could, 
be argued that since gains are recurring, a lump sum rewa~ 
is not a fair share. But. if this method of sharing is u~ed ID 
addition to the method described at [iii] above, the recurring: 
part of the gains will be taken care of by the latter. In fact,. 
this wiU have the added advantage that the gains are shared 
not only by the workers who are con_cerned with tha~ 
particular technological change, but also by others -in th~
qrganisation. 

Non-finaocial .Incentives . 
. ·168. Man is motivated by :a complex ofstimulants-

e£Onomtc, biological, social and psychological. He has several. 
needs and his needs are, never ending; · He -is simultaneously: 
trying to satisfy all the , -needs, though all of them may not 
have-.equal importance, and--at -a given- .moment of time, he: 
may have a hierarchy of needs. -Jf is,.therefore, · importantl 
that for optimum results, there should be ---simultaneous appli-· 
cation of all forms of motivation-financial and non-financial. 
Financial motivation js_ the mair{ subject of this report. and· 
to make the report comprehensive, the important noJ.l-:fina_ncial' 
motivations are listed below : · 

(i) Good bu"ma:n rehltions 
(ii) Self-respect 
(iii) Team spirit 
(iv) ,Recognition,. 
(v) Status 
(vi). Sense of belonging 
(vii) Appreciation 

{viii)- sUpport 
(ix) Higher responsibility 
.(x) Greater authority 
(xi) Job satisfaction -
(xii) Improved working_ 

conditions . 
(xiii) Greater leisure 



VD. TRAINING FACILITIES 

.. 169. With the _vast, Cxpanding industrial complex of 
today, training at different levels and in specific areas has 
~ed importance and its vital role in contributing to higher 
productivity has been accepted beyond doubt. Training is 
-an integr3:! part of new systems for higher productivity: 
Attendant upon the introduction of new systems is the need 
1o train people to understand and accept their new responw 
-sibilities and authorities. Nothing is more calculated tO 
:give a person the inferiority complex than not to know his 
job. Training programmes have invariably demonstrated to 
persons working in an organisation that management are 
.doing all in their power to fit them into the job. In this 
way, he feels part of the organisation and thus develops a 
.a sense of belonging, and is thereby motivated to highef 
achievement. Training is recognised as an investment in 
manpower for achieving full utilisation of resources. Sound 
training can, especially in an economy like ours where there 
is an ever-growing need fot gCX>4s and services. in: 
view of a vast population, achieve "the growth rate of 
-organisations with greater moment. The old concept 
.of acquisition of knowledge primarily through experience and 
-evolving out or the factors of hit and miss has given way to 
organised development, cottection and presentation of knOW* 
ledge for assimilation which have greatly reduced the longer 
Years of experience required for B.chieving expertise, if not 
~pletely eliminating it: · The main areas of training for 
higher productivity would include : 

·I. Craftsman ·Traitiing. 
2. Supervisory/Foremanship Traiiling. 
J .. ·Scientific and Technological Training. 
4. Managment Training 
S. Training of professionallndust;rial Engineers. 
6~ Trade Union Training 

Craftsman Training 
110. The translation of the concept of new produc:U. 

designs. mechanisms, or items for improved economic. 
activity for meeting the vast needs of a growing society would 
Jargely depend on the various skil1s avail,\ ble and required 
to exi!lt in craftsmen directly on the job. In the past, some 

58 
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; 0 dustrial organisations have recognised the need for trade 
.:apprenticeship training schemes with a bias tO the respective 
"DeedS and practices that exist in their organisations. With 
1he rapid demand for skilled craftsmen consequent to 
industrial growth in the country, the Apprentice Training 
Act was enacted in 1961 to augment the supply of trained 
-craftsmen badly needed in the country. During the last 
.d,ecade, there has been a considerable development in the 
1:raining of craftsmen in the country. Apart from apprentiee 
-schemes in_ industrial establishments, other institutes like 
the Central Training Institutes and the Industrial Training 
Jnstitutes·throughout the country as also private technical 
training establishments have been set up in the country. 
'The specification of minimum educational levels- has aided 
in · minimising communication problems in the training 
'Process. · 

! 171. The raPid growth _of science and technology~ 
eSpecially iit. view of the minimisation of time lag -from the 
P~int of generation of new .-knowledge and its application; 
-wrJI pose problems _of crafsmen obsolescence in different age 
·groups which can bring about human -problems of readjust
ment. It is necessary to tackle these problems in a planned 
manner and adult retraining programmes fore raftsmen become 
a necessity in the progressive development and adaptation of 
a modem industrial culture. · · · · ' ~ 

SuperviSoryfForemaoshlp Training 
172. This refers to training of mainly the first line 

npervis;o~ aad forms aa important link in achieving higher 
-productJVrty after the conception of an idea and decision 
to go ahead with it. In large organisations where direct 
-control Qf activities is required ·to be vested in many fore-. 
men, the performance of the whole organisation can be 
Sensitive to a large extent depending on the effectiveness of 
these supervisors. A supervisor in industry will be required 
to deal with a variety of aspects, which m:ty brina: within its_ 
:eeope, among the important, the following : ·· 

1. Job knowledge 
2. Job scheduling 
3. Technical skills 
4. Worker motivation 
S. Implementation of incentive schemes 
6. Communication 
1. Human relations 
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173:_ ·The width and depth of. techltical skills and jOflO. 
knowledge would depend on the sophistication of industrial 
?~tions ~hich is !n:variably included as a routine part of 
rmtlal techrucaJ trammg a~d would ·generally be specific 
a_bout. the natu~ o~ productron or other activity in a particular 
sltuatron. While m the more traditional and uniform indus
tries i_t may. be POS;Sible to generalise the requirements of' 
techrucal skrlls and JOb knowledge, it would invariably have 
to· be tailor-made to suit the adoption of job intricacies and 
technical levels of a particular industrial or economic activity. 
Motivation, .communication, good, human relations etc., may
be considered as common factors which would be necessary
for any industry and the training in these areas could be 
generalised to a greater degree. the sensitivity of each factor 
depending on any particular environmental situation. More 
industries and organisations in our environment have been 
seen to use the tool of wage incentives for motivation and 
higher pcoductivity, and, it has been experienced that with.. 
all the expertise that may have gone into the designing and 
tailoring a wage incentive scheme, -the_ contribution of the
supervisor in its success cannot be underestimated. 

174. Supervisory training ·has been achieved 'through<. 
on-the-job and in-plant programmes.· TWI [Training Withirc 
lndustry] programmes, Foremanship Certificate courses in~ 
technical institutions, and productivity council and 
management association programmes specially meant for 
supervisory deVelopment. The_ importance of this can be 
Seen from the ·recent annoUncement to set up a National 
Institute for Training foremen at Bangalore. by Gov~rnment. · · 

. Scientific and Technological Training. - ' 

. l75. The contribution of· science and technology in.. 
improving productivity can . be . very basic_ and radical,, which. 
in ~ny instances has bee~-~een_.to. be.st~eable when.:com;; 
pared to increase in.productlvtty 10 _operatton~l and mana~e-. 
rial aspects. The vast strides made m the baste and _ apphed. 
areas of knowledge has resulted in the review of content and. 
ooverage at even the basic levels over the past two _decades. 
Jhe coverage of basic training can focus ·towards e1ther the 
development of routine operational perso!lnel. or ~search ~nd· 
:J.evelopment manpower very muc~ ~qm~ed f~r 31zeable tm·· 
provements in productivi_ty. Trammg m ~h1s. area ~ould 
have a wide coverage startmg fr~m general scJ~n~dic engmeer
ing and technological institu~Jons. _or specJallsed. but yet 
formative in character like textde engmeertng and technology .. 
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.A vast number of institutions are ·contributing to this area of 
training with the active participation of institutes of national 
importance, viz?,· the Indian Institutes of Technology and· 
.other institutes of Rpplied study. From the point of view of 
the industry, technological training after the qualifying level 
{degree or diploma) will have to.be tailored to suit the opera.:. 
tions and needs of the enterprise and, in some instances, in 
highly specialised areas which deal with sophisticated machi.;. 
nery and equipment. Many institutions and industrial asso
-ciations, ·'including Productivity Councils; have played an 
active role in meeting the required need in the area of post· 
.qualifying training to strengthen the efforts and meet the 
needs of industrial enterprises. It may be relevant to stress 
the importance of the extent of training necessary to cover 
the suitable adaptation of modem technology in our environ· 
:ments which may not yet have, in all areas, harmoRiousJy 
-developed in its required fullness. This will make exactins 
.demands on the need for greater creativity and adaptation of 
new technology in which training can play a vital role. 

Management Training 
176. Management training, although comparatively 

Tecent ;n relation to other professions like the ·medical, legal, 
.accountancy and ·similar areas, has attracted important atten-· 
1~on and management has been recognised as a profession 
in view of a vast body of knowledge it has ·engulfed, the 
:Skills and expertise necessary for effectiveness as a manager~ 
·~d the social acceptance that has widely been achieved. It· 
·can be seen from an analysis of the expanding scope and 
.extent of coverage included in management that there is pro. 
babJy no area of learning and knowledge which can be ex
-cluded from its fold. It is not meant to characterise that a 
manager should know anything and everything, but only to 
highlight the vastness of the areas of activity which will be 
.engulfed in the context of managerial responsibility and cove
rage. The fertile application of the knowledge of various 
branches of learning and. professions has made management 
knowledge inter-disciplinary and inter-professional in charac
ter. The old concept of training of a manager primarily 
through experience and purely evolving out of the experience 
gained in his work environments has given room to the 
understanding and .practice that managers can be formally 
trained. While it is not meant that training can ·be substi
-tuted for experience, an organised approach to the develop.. 
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ment of management through the process of formal training 
can equip people much faster to become full-fledged and ablo 
personnel to take up the vast and gigantic responsibilities or 
a growing and developing economy like ours. The pace or' 
industrialisation over the last three Five Year Plans in the 
country. ·has attempted to compress growth-rate over a mucl\ 
shorter time-span than may have usually ·been achieved over 
a much .longer period in the usual course. In this context, 
the importance of training management personnel need hardly. 
be overemphasised, 

1-77. The knowledge of management is both quantita
tive and qualitative, and it has been conceived of as consti
tuting both science and art. The scientific and quantitative. 
areas of knowledge have made use;of the mathematical and. 
physical sciences, including principles of engineering analy~iS! 
and design, for developing quantitative criteria in decisiont. 
making. The area of problems -that-a manager would bav~. 
to encounter in dealing with matters relating to human facto£$. 
of industry is also being progressively rationalised into it-D. 
organised body of knowledge that is generally referred to as. 
the behavioural sciences, and ·the· addition of knowledge in 
this area is increasing, which can reduce and minimise at 
some stage in the continuum of kn,owledge the so-called intan~ 
gibJes in the -area of management. The recognition of skills. 
and expertise in !'pecific areas of management bas accepted 
the identification of different functions with the coordinated 
help of which the management of an enterprise in its totality 
would be structured. . 
,, 178. In view of the· identification of both function~i 

areas of management and general management, formal train .. 
ing in management has been conceived of from a level usually 
after an adequate standard of professional or general educa-; 
tion which will constitute a base and starting point for 
acquiring and appreciating kn~wledge of ~be ~iffe~nt func
tions and the aspects of fun~to~al coordiO~tton. t;n g~eral 

nt There are institutions and umvers1t1es 10 thc-
manageme · · which offer post~graduate programmes 10 manage-
count7k the Indian Institute of Management, Calcutta and 
ment, dl :ad the University of Delhi, Bombay and Calc~tta 
Abme a ' rogrammes have had the benefit of collaboratton 
etc. ~ese p ~om Harvard Business School, Massachusetts. 
and assistance ,c · ·ti 

. te of Technology, Stanford and other Untversi es: 
Inst.li

79 
While it would be certainly most appr~~ate ~o 

see ruuY qualified managers occupying various posJtions m 
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industries and organisations in the country in view·ora rapid 
pace of development that has taken place especially -after m.· 
dependence, the need to strengthen and improve the abilities., 
and skills of personnel at different levels of management has 
been appreciated and thus the productivity councils, manage
ment associations, institutions like the Administrative Staff 
College of India, Hyderabad, and oth~r bodies offer cours~. 
of short duration .which have greatly aided in bridging tiPS; 
gap. The experience gained. and anticipated needs . of suc4, 
short-duration programmes for practising managers led: to th~ 
establishment of the National Institute for-Training in Indus-. 
trial Engineering (NlTIE)~ a residential institute with United_ 
Nations aid and I.L.O. as the U.N.'s executing agency in pro
viding assistance .. The concept ·or Industrial Engineering at 
NITJE'incJudes the knowledge oftlie science Of management: 
in "its different functions, including the area of general manage:-: 
ment. Such short-term courses have been objectivated .to' 
cater to the needs of managers who may not have gone· 
throUgh formal managenlent · programmes in universities and.' 
institutes, but who require to keep up-to-date with the grow.! 
i?~ knowledge of nian·agem.ent_. '· · · · · , , ; 

Training of Profession&~ Industrial Engineers 

·, i8o:· Industrial En8ineering, as .a service ,function.ofi 
management, has been reCognised and increasingly adopted. 
with the growing industrial complex in our country. In the 
past, consultants operating in. the. country contributed to a. 
good part of training of personnel in this specialised.l!-rea-. 
9.ver the .Jast. decade, ii:tstitutes .and universities. have. ta.ken. 
up this job of training professional indu: trial engineers, li~: 
the Indian Institutes of Technology, Indian Institute of Science., 
Bangalore, Victoria Jubilee Technical Institute, Bombay, etc .. 
For experienced personnel who desire tO formalise their 
trai~ing as profe.>sional in"dustrial engineers, the National_ 
Institute for Training in Industrial Engineering and NPC offer 
many short courses, which when completed, could. give a 
tho~ough background with a . pragmatic approach. The 
Institute of Industrial Engineers [India], which was estab
lished in 1957 and has emerged as a full-fledged professional 
body, is contemplating the holding or "examinations in this 
field for such persons who desire to qualify as professional 
industrial engineers with a practical background of experience. 
The Institute of Work Study Practitioners [London] bas 
been conducting examinations for professional practitioners 
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iii 'this field.· These professioilal bodies play a .very vital role· 
in the ·regulation· of the- profession, fostering and assisting; 
education and research and promoting the understanding of· 
dndUstr-ial engineering as a vital service to management. 

Training For Trade Unionists 
·;, 181. Trade unions, as workers' representatives and 

-spokesmen, have a key role to play in raising productivity .. 
The view is widely held in the USA that trade unions have' 
forced management to become more efficient and productivity·· 
:minded under the continuous pressure of the unions for higher 
wages, more liberal fringe benefits and shorter hours for 
·workers. 

1s2: Workers in our country have various apprehensions 
.and misgivings about raising productivity. Introduction of 
technological change raises numerous complex problems 
for workers. The sophisticated productivity techniques are 
.also beyond the comprehension of an average worker.' 
Unless, therefore, the workers feel assured that their interests 
will be fully and positively protected, they are suspicious 
.about any efforts of management to raise productivity. It is 
the duty of the trade unions to protect their interests. In 
-doing so, they also create among them the confidence that 
.any increase in productivity will not be at their cost but to their 
benefit. Cooperation of workers in the productivity project 
.can then become possible. · · 

183. Where management's attitude towards the "trade' 
union is more positive, t1 c union may be call!d upon 
through some joint consultative machinery, not only to~ 
'Play a responsive role but also to actively initiate ideas and 

fforts in the field of productivity. On the other hand, 
.e here management itself ~s inefficient and indifferent to 
"W d ctivity the union may have to force it to raise its own 
pffiro . u y ~otherwise, the workers' wages and other benefits 
.e ctenc , . ' 
.cannot rise. . . • 

4 To play their key role successfully, It 1s nece~~ 
IS · . · 15 and their leaders have adequate trammg 

1hat trade UDIODIS th · d · f d ctivity especially in e vanous pro ucu ... 
in the fie]~ 0 prod ~he methods of handling industrial disputes 
-vitY techniques an. . . 
. 1 ing productivity. . . . . 
mvo v d there are hardly any facilities for tmpartmg 

185 .. ~0 a~aining to trede unionists. The courses of 
iiUCh spectahsed d for Workers' Education give only an 
the. Central 

1 
Boa,r productivity. It is doubtful if the courses 

incidental P ace 0 
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run by trade unions themselves do justice to this subject~ 
The local PrOductivitv'<!OuncJ!S ~ave made' Sdm~ eftbris to 
run special cours·eS. rOT tradC ~nions,.; :but these have been 
few and far between, There is perhaps not sufficient aware-
ness among the top 'national leadership of the trade union 

, movement about the importance. of pro4uctivity training as :a 
part of trade Union training. ·' · ' · '· · 

186. It is, therefore, necessary that 311 agencies, official 
as well as voluntary, that are active in the field of trade 
union education and above all, the Central trade unioo. 
organisations themselves are induced and encouraged to give 
due place in their courses to training in productivity techni
ques and in handling the resulting problems. 



VIII. USE OF PRODUCTIVlTY TECHNIQUES IN 
INDUSTRIES IN INDIA 

187. Factual infonnation ·regarding the nature and 
extent of the use of productivity techniques in industries in 
India is available only to a very limited extent. Our Group 
. made an effort to obtain some such information by sending 
· <~Ut a questionnaire to a number of industrial establishments 
.~!1 ;trade unions, but could not get much. 

188. The National Productivity Council recently con· 
ducted· an extensive survey in this field. The extent of response 
that it received from the industries, though not entirely 
satisfactory, was still quite considerable. To our knowledge, 
this survey is one of th~ most recent and extensive so far 
undertaken. The NPC Regional Office at Bombay was good 
enough to make available to us the advance copy of their 
report on the survey and we summarise · below its broad 
findings and conclusions. 

189. The survey was conducted with a view to 
(i) getting first hand information of the nature, extent 

and depth to which industries in India make use 
of Work Study/Industrial Engineering techniques ; 

(ii) assessing the problems and difficulties associated 
with the application of these techniques. 

190. The NPC prepared a special questioD.naire for the 
survey and it was sent out to about 1000 organisations in 
India. A total of 87 of t~ese :vere received duly filled in. 
Out of these, two questtonnatres could not be processed 
be se of inadequate information. The remaining 85 were 
fu~;~natysed and the findings and conclusions are b~d on 
these 85 replies. They should be ta~en along ':"•th the 
·. . -

005 
of the survey. The respondmg compantes were 

Jimtt~U 
1 

few in number. Most of them are well established 
re~auve r . Iy sophisticated managements and hence not 
wJth re auve tative or typical. Though the questionnaire 
-reallY represen t'fy all information, this was not entirely 
.attempted to ~uan t cases even the companies which respon~ 

s 'ble and JD some t' pos t . . r. rmation on all the ques tons. 
d d did not gtve JD o . . 
. e I majority of the respondmg compantes, 

191- In a a:filiat though various industrial engineering 
the survey reveale 

66 
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1echniques being used over a wide area: or operations, the 
.application of the techniques in depth was not very common. 

192. The personnel to whom the application of produc-
1.ivity techniques is entrusted is not always adequately trained 
in thC techniques themselves and in their use. 

193. Time Study is the most popular Work Measure
ment technique in use. Work Sampling. Production Study 
.and Analytical Estimating come next in that order. 
The Work Measurement is primarily done on the production 

jobs and much Jess on the maintenance. stores, clerical work, 
tool room and such other jobs. Use of Work Measurement for 
purposes other than production, such as computation of costs 
·t?r determination o.f man~power requirements, is relatively Jess 
common. 

194. Though the implementation of Method Study prO
-posals is fairly satisfactory, the survey revealed that about 
35% of the efforts of the specialists in this res pee[ were 
wasted in 28.5% of the responding companies. 

195. The reasons of non-implementation of the pro
posals of Work Study are various. The two most important 
reasons seem to be : 

( i ) Resistance of Middle Management; 
(ii ) Change in situation subsequent to submission of 

proposals. 
196. In some cases, non-cooperation by labour and 

indifference of top management were also found to be the 
-cause for non-implementation, but these were relatively less 
important. The resistance of middle management seems to 
be due mainly to inadequate association with investigations. 
{)ther factors may be fear of the unknown. loss of face and 
fear of insecurity. 
. 1?1. About 70% of the responding companies have 
mcenttve schemes in operation, but only about 25% have such 
-schemes for departments other than production. On an 
average, the schemes seem to have achieved increases in out
put between 30..50% and increases in earning between 25~ 
45%. Not many companies have reported reduction in re
jections or in absenteeism or savings in materials as a result 
of the operation of incentive schemes. 

198. The siarting point of performance for earning in
centives varies among the responding companies; but the 
most common starting level seems to be between 40% and 
-60% performance. 80% of the incentive schemes are based 



.Pil Work ,Measurement Data~. 1P84t .performance . r~cordsr. 
_pure -bargaining and rated capa~ity. of thci plant are !ilSo USed: 
_as basis-,of incentive schemes .in sev"ei-aJ companies. J ' '· 

1 
'· 

' . 199 .... , :the workers are .informed of their·. iricentive per:-· 
formance daily in about 31% of the companie-s, . monthly in 
_about half of the companies and weekly in about 25% of the 
companies. The use of inventory control is reported by· 
about 68% of the responding companies, but the methods
used do not seem to be quite satisfactory in a number 
of these. 

200. 34% of the responding companies have wage
structure based on Job Evaluation using Point Rating System. 
Advancei techniques like PERT,. Operations Research are
used by 49 and 32 companies rsspectively. Ergonomics is. 
used by only 6 compa~es. 



IX. PRODUCTIVITY AND TECHNOLOGY 

io 1. There is no doubt t.hat the spectacUlar gains in 
:productivity achieved by the developed countries have been 
.due, to a large measure, to continuously advancing technology. 
What can be achieved lhrough better organisation and greater 
human effort alone is necessarily limited, whereas the achieve-
ments made possible by advancing technology are practically 
.limitless.· 

202. The use of advanced technology, howeVer, raises 
various kinds of problems and these need to be satisfactorily 
.resolved if the full benefits of advanced technology are to be 
-derived. In a developing country which has vast unutilised 
.human resources and where the level of wages is relatively 
Jow, the most sophisticated technology may not always be the 
most economical one. Whether in a particular situation the 
adoption of a particular technology will be economically bene-
:ficial or not will need to be examined on the merits of each 
-case. The other factors which may also limit the use of 
.higher technology would be 

( i ) aggravation of unemployment; 
(~~_) scarcity of capital, especially of foreign exchange; 
(lU) lack of technical knowhow; 
(iv) the problems of maintenance of sophisticated equip· 

ment and of its full utilisation; 
(v) the limited purchasing power of the communi!?' com

pared to the full capacity of advanced equ1pment 
and consequent operation below capacity; 

.and so on. 

203. The displacement of labour caused by advancing 
technology has been a difficult problem in all countries and 
.all the more so in a developing country with a ve.y Jll!'ge 
volume of unemployment. Even in the developed countr1es, 
the sudden increase in labour productivity made possible by 
.automation has posed problems before the Government, the 
indus tries and the trade unions which have not been easy to 
resolve in the short run. It is now generally recognised that 
'the human problems that changing technology po.res call for 

( i ) sufficient advance planning of the change and fuU 
advance consultation with all groups that are likely 
to be affected by change; 
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(ii ) phasing the introduction of the change so that the
displacement of the labour can be balanced either 
with the overall growth of the industry or with 
other factors like natural wastage, retraining for 
employment in other industries, and so on; 

(iii) reduction in the hours of work; 
(iv) adequate facilities for training in the new skills and· 

operating techniques for the changed technology;. 
(v) e:densive measures of social security so that the 

unavoidable redundancy of labour will not cause
excessive hardship to the workers concerned; 

(vi) high purchasing power in the community as a whole. 
204. In our country, while some efforts have been made

from time-to time to evolve agreed approaches to technologi
cal change, the actual introduction of the change seems to be· 
without much regard to the agreed principles. Consequently, 
there is widespread fear and suspicion among workers to-· 
wards technological change. It is of the utmost importance
that sufficiently effective controls are devised and enforced 
along the Jines indicated above so that labour may be reassured". 
that its interests will be adequately protected. 

205. Adoption of advanced technology is not a substi
tute for the best possible utilisation of all available resources. 
Indeed, sophisticated tec~nol~gy demands ~ hi~h degree or 
work-planning and orgamsat10n and co-ordmatton of human 
effort. The proper ''attitu~e of mi~d·: as well as the v~rious. 
techniques mentioned earlter remam tmportan~ determmants. 
of productivity whatever the level of technology m use. 



X. HUMAN FACTORS IN PRODUCTIVITY 

206. The use of right methods and techniques is no
doubt important for raising productivity. It must be realised. 
however, that the methods and techniques cannot by them
selves yield their full benefits unless due attention is also paid 
to the human aspects of productivity. After all, methods and' 
techniques have to be· developed and applied by human 
beings at various levels from top management down to the· 
worker on the shop floor. Unless these persons who have~ 
develop and apply the methods are willing and able to make
the proper use of such methods, productivity cannot rise. 

207. The organisation of industry being what it is, th~ 
initiative in the efforts to raise productivity has to come pri
marily from the employers and the managements. It would" 
be wrong to assume that such initiative is always readily 
forthcoming. The various productivity missions which have 
worked in our country found that Frequently, there is no par
ticular keenness on the part of top managements to undertake 
any purposeful efforts to raise productivity. A re::ent survey· 
of the working or work-study and incentive schemes carried 
out by the NPC also revealed that resistance from top 
management is one oF the factors hampering such schemes. 
Evidently, where such keenness does not exist at the top, prio
rity has to be given to see that it is generated before any· 
worthwhile efforts can be undertaken at the lower levels to
raise productivity. 

208. There arc various Factors which act as obstacles in. 
-raising productivity. One aspect of the total effort to raise
productivity ought to be viewed as removing such obstacles. 
The other aspect of such efforts is the generation among alli 
c?ncemed of a positive interest in and urge to raise producti
VIty. 

209. Some of the factors which act as obstacles to
raising productivity arc : 

Obstacles to Raising Productivity 

J. Poor Standards of Nutrition 
· 210. There is abundant evidence to show that the possi
ble physical effort of a worker depends to a large extent on. 
the adequacy of the quality and quantity of food which he 
consumes. There is also enough evidence that the average: 
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1ndian worker's food is deficient both in quality and quantity 
~d this affects his effort and work-performance. It would be 
.a mistake to expect from an Indian worker the same standard 
.of physical effort as from his better-fed counterpart in the 
·more prosperous countries. Productivity demands that high 
priority should be given to improving the nutritional standards 

-of Indian workers. 
2. Poor Living Conditions 

211. The housing conditions in the large industria"l 
:.Cities in India have been proverbially poor and, during the 
past two decades. these have grown worse due to the rapid 
;growth of the cities and the failure of housing and other civic 
·services to keep pace with such growth. A sizable proportion 
..of workers in such cities do not at present have any houses to 
live in at all and they have to live in hutments and slums. 
'They do not have the most elementary services of sanitation, 
-water supply or roads. Further, a very large proportion has 
·to stay single in the cities since they cannot keep their fami· 
jjes with them for want of houses. Living in such conditions, 
it can hardly be expected that the worker will be physically 
.or mentally in a condition to put in his best efforts to raise 
productivity. Providing at least. a mi_ni~um standard of 
!housing for workers must also get h1gh pnor1ty. 

J. The Attitude of Employers/Top Managements 
212. The traditional assumptions of employers and top 

;managements about workers are that workers are naturally 
lazy irresponsible and incapable of making any positive 
.oeont'ribution to ~heir jobs. Traditional management is, there· 
·fore based on the theory that the worker can be made ro 
-work only by the use of "the Carrot and the Stick". These 
;assumptions are being challenged and disproved by a large 
-number of research schol~s and ~anagement consultf~;nts in 
u.s.A. and Britain. TbeJt e~penence sug~sts that wh1le the 

.carrot and the stick are effective to a certam extent. they can· 
ot bring out the best performance from the workers. The 

~ us theory «y" of Prof. MacGregor suggests that the 
t ~~tional management assumptions have to be given up and 
ra ~ rs have to be looked upon as responsible individuals who 

wotr e Jy naturally want to work to the best of their ability, 
no on f · · · · "bT hut who can also exe~iseha deg

1
ree o mtttaftlthve,_ re~pbonst 1 1ty 

.and resourcefulness 10 t e per ormance o etr JO s. 

ZJ3. While conditions in our country m~y .be differe~t in 

Ys than those in the U.S.A. and Bntam, there IS no 
.nanY wa 
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:reason to believe that human nature here is basically different 
than elsewhere. Top managements in India need to take note
of the trends in the management thinking towards workers in 
_the other countries and have to earnestly re-examine their 
own assumptions in relation to their workers, for the tradi
tional management assumptions are among the most seriou~ 
obstacles in the way of raising productivity. 

214. It is the general trade union experience even· 
today that managements are not very willing to take workers. 
and their organisations into confidence in dealing with general' 
productivity problems nor are they very willing to give a. 
generous share in the benefits of productivity to the workmen. 
As a result, trade unions feel that there is not much that they· 
can do in this field and that what little they can do is not
worth doing anyhow. 

4. Unsatisfactory Industrial Relations 
215. lt is hardly-necessary to emphasise the influence or 

industrial relations on productivity. Where industrial relations 
are unsatisfactory, it would be extremely difficult to introduce 
any of the usual productivity techniques smoothly and to
secure the cooperation of the workers in operating such tech
D:iques. Without such co-operation, the techniques are not. 
l1kely to succeed. 

216. It is not suggested that differences should 
not arise at all between labour and management. That would
be an obviously unrealistic expectation. Sound industrial 
relations, however, demand that there should be a degree
of "mutual recognition" between the management and the· 
representative organisations of the workers, that the two sides. 
s~ould purposefully build up attitudes and traditions of resol
ymg their differences and disputes through collective bargain
mg on a bipartite basis. Even occasional strike or lock-out 
may not be ruled out as a step in the process of resolving 
such disputes; but the basic attitude of the two parties has to
be problem-oriented. Where the very right of the workers. 
~o for:r_n a union or to bargain collectively with the employer 
Is demed either expressly or in practice, or when every diffe-
rence between the employers and the union leads to either 
a trial of strength or resort to the time-consuming process of 
adjudication, sound industrial relations cannot be built up. 

217. The nature of problems that arise in the field of 
productivity techniques and incentive schemes is such that 
tl~ey c.:1.n be best comprehended and tackled by those who are 
d1rectly concerned with the problems. Moreover, such pro-
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'blellls COnn 
but have tot be anticipated and decid-.:d once and for all7 

-on the fl 0 be tackled continuously as and when they arise 
that are oor · lienee. the conciliation and adjudication methods 
trial dis conunonly in use in our country for deciding indus
product~tes are not very helpful to the parties in tackling 
-such Pr IVtty Problems. Moreover, the technical nature of 
the ad· 0d~lems makes it difficult for conciliation officers and 
"Cf the JUt IcatoH to understand them properly. It is, therefore, 
on Pro~ m~s~ importance that those employers who are keen 
bipartiteucttvu~ should purposefully strive to build up sound 
<>rga . . relattonship with their employees and their 

msations. 

cann 2:~ Th~ development of bipartite industrial relations 
dustr~al e ac~ueved overnight. There is a view that the in
ance 1 relations legislation in our country places undue reli-
1ite ~~ <;Jovernmcnt intervention and thereby inhibits bipar
.ca ttons between labour and managements. The fact 

~not be gainsaid that over the past 20 years, both trade 
untons. and employers in our country have been accustomed 
~~eanmg upon the Government for resolving their disputes. 
• 1~

8 trend will have to be reversed and this will call for a 
"e tberate effort from both sides. 

5. State of the Trade Union Movement 
219. The condition of the trade union movement in 

our country is also not very helpful for the development of 
s~~d bipartite relations. Especially, in the field of produc
tivity, tr~de union rivalries can prove very hannful. Besides, 
most Untons do not have the necessary technical knowledge 
at their _disposal and are too poor to pay for such knowledge 
for deahng with productivity problems. This is a challenge 
the trade unions can ignore only at their own peril; for, new 
methods, techniques and productivity practices are bound 
to gain increasing application in industry and quite apart 
from the question of productivity itself, unions will be unable 
even to protect the interests of their members if they cannot 
develop within themselves the basic knowledge and expertise 
.about productivity techniques. 

220. Trade unions, by and large, recognise the fact that 
continuously rising Jiving standards for working people can• 
not be achieved except through continuously rising labour 
productivity. Any gains possible through organised pressure 
alone can only be limited and short-term. That does not, 
however mean that the importance of ensuring fair conditions 
for labo~r can be underrated in the short run. For. it is the 
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-equitableness of the present conditions that helps produce til~ 
.right attitudes among labour and the unions towards prodtJO"' 
tivity. Certain obvious factors make it difficult for the unioll5 

io whole-heartedly accept productivity as a major objective· 
6. Fear of unemployment 

221. In many industries where the rate of growth j~ 
low, increase in labour productivity inevitably results in ret 
-duced employment. Even if any immediate retrenchJJlell 
is avoided, the total contraction of employment in any ind115 .. 

·try ov~r a fairly short period is a matter of grave concenl t~ 
-the unrons especially in a society where vast unemployJJlejt 
is one of the most serious economic and social problems. 
is sometimes argued that though machanisation often reduct'5 

jobs in the short run. it creates more jobs in the long rtJD· 
This is true only when the rate of growth of the econoi11Y 
as a whole is at least equ: 1 to, if not higher than, the rate 
~f growth. of labour productivity. Where this is not ~o, tb~ 
mcrease m labour productivity does threaten the JObS. 0 

workers. Besides, to a worker who is about to lose his JOb 
"!low, it !s no consolation that two or three jobs may come 
mto extstence five or ten years later in the place of one he 
loses today. 

7. Fear of Excessive Workloads 

222. The workers and the trade unions fear that the 
-efforts to increase productivity might result in excessive work
loads which might affect their health and safety. 

223 · These apprehensions on the part of the trade 
unions are very real and they cannot be dispelled merely bY 
·assurances or exhortations. An attempt to set at rest these 
.apprehensions was made in the 15th Indian Labour Confe~ 
renee in the year 1957 when a decision on rationa1isatiori 
was unanimously adopted. In practice, however, questions 
of rationalisation and resultant displacement of workers have 
not been dealt with strictly in terms of the said decision. 
The employers have contended that it is their prerogative to 
introduce new processes and machinery and the tribunals 
.dealing with the disputes arising therefrom have upheld their 
contention as also their freedom to retrench employees whenever 
necessary. The unions have been precluded From questioning 
1he propriety of the techno1ogical changes or their eff~cts on 
employment. The criteria laid down by the 15th Indian 
Labour Conference have had little weight with the tribunals. 
Unless this state of affairs is changed. it is unrealistic to 
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expect trade unions to show ·any great enthusiasm for pro
ductivity. 

Positive Measures 
224. Apart from attending to these factors which act 

as impediments to raising productivity, it is also necessary to· 
take steps to create among all concerned a positive interest in 
raising productivity. 

225. Motivation of workers is a field where considera
ble research has been conducted in other countries, but not· 
enough in India. It is recognised elsewhere that with grow
ing affluence, reduced unemployment and extensive social' 
security, the importance of money as a positive motivator or 
of the threat of unemployment as a negative motivator have· 
diminished greatly. Various other motivating factors are 
recognised to operate. 

226. It may be that in India because of the low wages
and standard of living of workerS as wen as the vast unem~ 
Joyment, money is still a much stronger motivator and' 
unemployment a much greater fear than in other countries. 
However, even here, there are cases where it is found that 
high wages, lavish welfare expenditure or rigid disciplinary
rules do not succeed in motivating workers to higher producti
vity. Apart !rom mon~~· the wo~ker aspires for ~is ~wn. 
personal digntty, recogmt.ton of hts worth and h1s sktlls,. 
opportunity for development and use of his talents, con
genial social relations at the work-place and so on. Where· 
these are denied to him, even the poor worker such as ours. 
· ot likely to be positively motivated for productivity, 
~n c'al rewards notwithstanding. In the words of Russell 
Can_: "It is often said that 'work-study is 10% technical 
u;~% psychological' and this of itself indicates the degree· 

an. rt nee which is attached to human factors in incentive· 
o_f tmpo ~. Again "on the gain side, a man's hopes and desires. 
sttuattons. rised in one word 'Self-respect'. It is by res
maY_ be s~mm~f- espect that the management can enlist the
pect~ng _htS 11~ en~ which is the true purpose of incentives in·. 
man s Jnte lg . schemes not so organised can only be· 
. d try Incentive - ~ t th ... m us · . d t ·-1 discontent, as tn ,ac ey are rce of 10 us n:u . .. up d tiv't .. the sou . "Financial Incentive, - ro uc t Y ' 
(Russel M- Curn~lv No. 3 pages 488-489). 
NPC Journal, Yo . ~ d strialists in our country who· 

221. Th~re ![:w~;nrh~ :uman factor in productivity. 
do not take this t . ndustrialists in our country. who was 
one of the foremo;I~CI once said in an intervJew, "the· 
President of the • 
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worker~s· duty-.. eD.ds'Wbei. 'lie' dOes the 'WorK assigned to· :bini' 
by contract. Evidently, his place in productivity is limited .. :.' 
Really speaking,· the industrialist alone ·(in the broad Sense)" 
is the productive factor and he aJone has a right to enjoy the 
fruits of productivity". (Shri ·S. L. Kirloskar, .. Chitramaya 
Jagatn, May, 1966, Productivity Special Number.) With this 
view of productivity, an employer can hardly complain if his' 
worker shows no interest in it. 

228. The positive contribution that ihe workers can 
make towards productivity if their cooperation is secured by 
setting up the appropriate institutional framework, was clearly 
shown by experience in Great Britain and U.S.A. during the 
years of the Second World War. The Factory Productivity 
Committees which were set up in U.S.A. at the initiative of 
Mr. Donald N. Nelson, Director,' War Production Board, 
did perform an outstanding job. A scholarly study··oftheir 
role, undertaken by Doris Duffy, credits them with the follow· 
ing achievements:-

( i ) Millions of man-hours and dollars. were saved 
through suggestions made in Committee meetings or 
by individuals through the jointly operated sugges. 
tions systems. . 

(ii) Many tons of copper, steel, aluminium, paper, etc. 
were saved through conservation efforts. 

(iii) The life of tools was extended through education 
in better care of tools. 

(iv) Quality was improved and rejections were reduced. 
(v ) Industrial accidents and deaths were reduced.. . 
(vi) Absenteeism and turnover.were reduced. , ·· · · · 

(vii) Efficiency of labour Was increased and heal.th improv-
ed through nutrition committees. . 

(viii) Transportation .of materials was speeded up. · 
(ix) There was a general improvement in morale ~Lfid goQd 

Jeelins. . ... : . · : 

229. Mr. Nelson himself had this to say about the 
achievements of the Labour-Management Production 
Committees. "'I do· not pretend that the universal installation 
of labour-management committees is going to bring about an 
industrial millennium; but I know from experience that we 
would not have reached the amazing war production peaks 
we did reach if we had not found and enlisted the new force 
which a labour-management committee can tap, and I firmJy 
believe that in these war plants men of management a.nd 
labour set a paUem which can be of untold value to our 
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cotltltry In peace time11 (quoted by Doris ·DuffY in. ••ttole.of 
Government in Labour·ManagementProduction Committees .. ,...l.. 
Catholic University of America Press, Page. 97) 

· 230. Some efforts to organise similat committees was 
$tarted in our country immediately after the: Chinese attack 
in October 1962. The effort, however, did not meef with 
much response· and was not purposefully pursued for suffi
cient time. As soon as the immediate ·situation of aggre
ssion disappeared, the efforts to promote productivity. were 
also virtually given up: Given the right climate and sufficie
ntly sustained effort, there is no reason to believe that similar 
committees in our country wiU fail to show results. · 

Role of Supervisors · 
. 231. The role that supervisors -play in influencing the 
attitudes of workers towards work and productivity is perhaps 
not fully appreciated in our country. The- survey of the 
working of incentive schemes conducted by the NPC recently 
has revealed that resistance by middle management is the 
most impottant single cause of the lack of success of incentive 
schemes. Researches in other countries have shown that an 
~ployee-oriented supervision -is far more effective in getting 
the best performance from workers than a purely. work-arlen~ 
ted supervision~ It is necessary that top managements take 
due note of this and take steps to· create the proper attitudes 
among middle managements and supf:rvisors by example and 
training. ' 

232. The idea of workers' participation in management 
which has been talked about a great deal ha!i similarly failed 
to come up to expectation. The basic cause for this may be 
that the foundations of industrial relations in this country 
are not strong enough to sustain such an ambitiou~ super~ 
strUcture.· It has, however, been proved ·in a wide variety 
of situations that decisions ~· ~ost effecti_vely 'implemented 
when the parties concerned With 1mplementmg them have an 

pportunity of participating in making the decision. Viewed fn this light and not merely in the ~nt~t of the preroga~ves 
of management or of labour, J?artiCipatu~n can be recogrused 
as an important device to enlist th~ .will and the talents of 
all .,.,.:emed in the tasks of productivity. · . , , 



233. The general potitica.l 1 and· economic climate in the 
country is a factor which has ·a far-reaching effect upon the 
attitudes of'the employers, workers and trade unions towards 
productivity. A social climate ·of optimism. ·enthusiasm, 
and justice in which- employers and workers can· feel confident 
that a continuing expansion of output and improvement of 
standards as well as an· equitable distribution of the output 
are assured, is conducive to an attitude which strives for 
increasing productivity.. It is . the responSibility of the 
Government to provide such political and economic climate 
by formulating appropriate policies and implementing them 
efficiently. 

234. The economic and industrial Climate' in oUr country 
for sometime past, it must be recogoised, has not been very 
helpful tO _increasing · productivity. Due to scarcity of 
foreign exchange, shortage of many industrial raw materials 
and the generally slow pace of economic growth, many 
industries have been operating far below their capacities. 
Employment in many industries has stagnated or even 
contracted as a result of this. In such a situation, the 
employers as Wen as the workers are likely to view as 
somewhat unrealistic the talk about increasing productivity. 
In such a situation, highest priority must be given to enabling 
the industries to operate near full capacity and to providing 
increasing employment. The rising prices, the erosion of 
real wages and widespread' unemployment are also circum
stances which do not inspire the worker to raise productivity 
or give him a feeling that he has a stake in increasing produc
tivity. 

, · 23S. · The magnificent response that the· worker can 
make to the needs of industry was demonstrated in our 
country in situations where the workers shared with other 
groups, a sense of high national purpose when the security 
of the country was threatened in 1962 and again in 1965. 
However, such a high sense of purpose has to be perceived 
a& such by the workers themselves and cannot be created by 
exhortations or preaching. Today, productivity has not 
become such a high purpose because the conditions and _the 
relations relevant to produc.Pvity are no$ conducive to it. 

79 
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236. Th~importanc;:, of,,creating .a ... climate in which 
workers will perceive their own stake in ·raising' productivity 
cannot be over·empbasised.. There. is a broad feeling today 
-among. workers that the structure of industrial ownership and 
.industrial management is such that benefits of improved 
labour productivity do not accrue to workers in sufficient 
.measure. There is also a feeling that in the formulation of 
broad social and economic policy, needs and aspirations 
·of workers do not get adequate consideration .. 1 There is some 
ground for this feeling,. for, over the ·past 15 -years while 
labour productivity has increased significantly, the real wages 
have fallen and living conditions have deteriorated. In such 
.a· situation. it is- difficult to expect workers- to feel particularly 
enthusiastic about increasing productivity. It is for the 
Government to __ take necessary_ measures to change this 
situation. . 

237. We have .referred em:u~r to the effects.Or the poor 
nutritional standards and living. conditions of workers, upon 
productivity. Apart from their psychological impact leading 
to indifference, their physical impact upoi:l productivity is 
also very grave. . While an underdeveloped economy may not 
be able to meet the requirements of all sections of the 
community fully, it is important that within such limitations 
everything possible should be done to raise the nutritional 
standards and the living conditions of industrial workers. 

238. The Government has come to play a very signifi
cant role in industrial relations in our country ... It is not 
conceivable that it can sud~enly give up the role ·and take 
a completely indifferent attl.tl;lde :towards labour-management 
relations. It must be recognised, however, that ~ere prev~n
tion of industrial conflict ~'?ugh con~ilia~ion an~ adju~-

tio is not a sufficiently postttve contributiOn to mdustnaJ 
cal 6° Without giving up the . objective of protecting the 
rea ons. ·ons of the working people as also of keeping 
weaker secti gement disputes within the boundaries dictated by 
labour-~a . terest the Government should purposefully 
broad ~a:on;:: relati~ns policies calculated to throw greater 
follow ~ . ~ on the employers and trade unions. tbem
respo~bility tter of resolving their own dtsput~. 
sc:tves m the ma ent is one of the largest employer~ tt 
Smce the Governm. eking sound bipartite relations With 
should set a Jesson m se . . . . . . . 
their own employees: th ' 

. •t· tt"ve taken by Government in e iOrma~ 
239 The Jnt ta . d th t. d · ·---~Productivity Council an . e con.1nue 

~ion of ~e Na~tuw:u 
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support given. to it and to the Local Productivity Councils, 
have made a worthwhile contribution towards productivity 
thinking in a general way. During recent years, the Produc
tivity Councils have also begun to undertake actual fioor·leve-1 
work to help industries to improve their productivity. These 
services need to be greatly extended. The public sector can 
also set a model to the industries in the country generally in 
making the most rational use of productivity techniques and 
thereby demonstrating their value. 

240. Hardly any research bas been done in our country 
in this field, and most of our practices are based on research 
and methods developed in other ·countries. This is not a 
very happy State of affairs. At the same time, it is unlikely 
that private agencies will be able to undertake research in 
this field to the extent required except with the ·active encou
ragement and help from Government. It is the responsibility 
of the Government to provide such encouragement and help 
to· competent private-: agencies. a& also to· .organise extensive 
research on its own on various aspects of productivity. 

24t.-· While some larger companies with relatively sop
histicated management have trained industrial engineering 
personnel of their own and a few others are able to hire the 
services of specialist consultants, a large section of employers 
do not have any ·productivity expertise at their disposal. 
Trade unions, as mentioned earlier, have even Jess. Any 
systematic effort to raise productivity often .suffers from this 
lack of expertise on both sides-. Trade unions also view with 
some misgivings the efforts· of specialist consultants hired by 
employers. The Govetnment , could help resolve this diffi
culty' by providing a competent,- independent agency which 
both sides could approach for advice and guidance and which 
could help resolve disputes arising over the introduction or 
productivity techniques. 

Bombay, 
Da;ed December 31,1967. 
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SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECO~ENDATIONS 

. . . II. THE BACKGROUND f hich 
. . . factors some o w 

. Productivity is influenced by many 1 t it The ap
are internal to a unit while others are ext:ma'veo ~d all-eiil· 
proa.ch to productivit~ should be c;:ompre enst 

bracing. (Paras 12-lS) . . . India requires 
2. \n'!:r<I!Avt m- ln,bt)ur f)roducttvtt~ m. stances of 

~~~__,....,_,_ '"" Jh.-; 'i~<jial And cconomtc: c1rcum • • g 
...... ~~~.. ~M11't.ntla\ shares of gains fi'o:o;a mcreastn 
..,.~ .... \~nrt.., "ru,..,.'~·. tberefOTc, be . provided . to labour, 
\?a.ta \!J) .· · · 

_ 13. bwreasc iu productivit; .. ~so requi~ ·.a modem 
teehn6l6gical base and improved organisation_ of- work·· 
(.'Para lft..lS) ·; 1 

· 4. The productivity movement in India began with· the 
arrival of the ILO MissiOn in· •1952:·, ·. The :• Mission~s :'_efforts 
did not go far due to the fear that. any great 1cbanges. :might 
disturb the established wage structure and industrial relations 
in the Textile industry. The experience of. the Mission 
showed that productivity programmes have to. be- formulated 
on a realistic assessment of actual situations, rather than on 
preconceived aims and objectives (Paras .19~22) 

s. The setting up of the Productivity. Centre and· later 
of the National Productivity Council ilnd the ·Local Producti· 
vity Councils, and the work done by them by sending Pro
ductivity Teams abroad and ·running training prOgrammes in· 
productivity have given further impetus to the productivitY· 
movement. Theimpactofthese efforts has.not1 ·however; 
come upto expectations due to various causes. ·(Paras 23-35)-. 

III. ORGANISATION OF WORK 
6. The primary responsibility to raise productivity 

through proper organisation. and control of work, personnel 
policy and plant and equipment, rests on management, 
(Para 36) 

7. Work should be so organised as to minimise the 
physiological cost of doing it. In India, due to the very low 
nutritional. standards of workers, this is particularly 
important. (Paras 37-38) 



8 · Full and efficient utilisation of available means and 
~ontinued improvement in organisation and methods· can 
mcrease productivity even when substantial changes in equip
?lent are not possible. The application of work~study includ
mg_ production planning and control, simplification, staodardi
sat~on and specialisation, close co-operation and interchange 
?f mformation, co sting and budgetary control and so on; are 
rmportant in the efforts to ·raise productivity. (Paras 39-45) 

IV. PRODUCI1VITY TECHNIQUES • . ' 
9. several techniques· have been evolved for raising 

productivity by optimising/maximising tbe utilisation of all 
~vailable resources. These techniques draw upon knowledge 
m_ various ·disciplines-mathem.aticaJ, physical and' social 
Sciences-and apply ·it to· men, materials; machinery and 
management. (Paras 46-48) · 

10. Production methOds and. technolOgy' that bltve 
pr~ved successful in one situation or country will not neces-
sarily prove to be so in another when availability of raw 
materials, scale of operations, climatic condWons and such 
o~er factors are quite different. (Para 49) . 
~:' 1 ·lJ..- ProduCtivity'teCh:rliques should be applied with _the 
association of the workers" trade unions and the data dcnved 
_from the_ studies should be used as guide to the management 
and the union· _in arriving at agreed decisions about the 
changes to be made. (Para 50) 

.- 12.' Method Study consists of selection of ·work to. be 
studied recording of facts about. the existing method of dom~ 
it, critically ·examining these facts, evolving an improve 
_method of doing it, installing the evolved method as stand~rd 
practice and maintaining it. ·(Paras 52-55). : . . . · 

. _13. Work Measurement is the determination of~~~ 
requtred tO carry out a particular job at a defined stan ° 
performance by a trained worker by the use of any among 
several available techniques (Paras 56-51) W k 

14. In the application of Method Study an!e reO:rs 
Measurement; together· referred to as ~ork Stu~ to their 
·and suspicions ·of workers about loss ?~ ;obs or h 1 at assu
·other interests must be dispelled by rvmg themti:e: fully in
ranees and by keeping them and tbe1r representa 
formed before the studies are ·conducted. (Para 58) 

1 • • 15.:: .other techniques in Industrial Engineering are :-:. 
(i) . Inventory Control (Paras 59-60p·L·ces (Para 61) • . 
{ii) ... Stores k;eeping .Me_thods and ,_.~I 
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(iii) Plant Design and Lay-out (Para· 62) 
(iv) CPM and PERT (Para 63) 
(v) Standardisation, simplification and variety Control 

· · (Paras 64-67) 
(vi) Job Evaluation (Para 68) · 

(vii) ·Merit Rating (Para 69) 
(viti) Value Engineering (Paras 7(}.72) 

(ix) Office Organisation and Methods (Para 73) 
(x) Materials Handling (Para 74) 
(xi) Production Planning and Control (Para 75) 

(xii) . Waste Reduction (Para 76) . 
(xiii) .. Product Engineering (Para 77) 
(xiv), Systematic Plant Maintenance (Para 78) 
(xv) Personnel Administration lPara 79-84) 
(xvi) Marketing (Paras 85-95) 
(xvii) Operations Research (Para 96) . 

(xviii). Management C9ntrols (Paras 97·99). 

V. MEASURING AND SHARING GAINS OF 
PRODUCTIVITY 

16. Productivity is a measure of the extent to which the 
resourcet are utilised to produce goods and services and it can 
be measured between any two stages in a productive pro
cess. It can also be measured for each· resource. Two 
productivity values will be comparable only if both are for 
the same resource, in the same unit and for the same . stage 
(Para 100) . . · . 

17. Gains of productivitY during a given interval of 
time is the difference in the cost of production on the basis of 
the productivity at the beginning of the time interval and the 
actual cost of production at the end of the interval. both 
costs being calculated at constant prices. (Para 101). 

18. Equitable sharing of the gains of productivity 
among ail the agents must fulfil a number of conditions 
(Para 106) 

19. Several methods already exist for sharing the gains 
·of increased productivity among labour, capital and the com~ 
Jnunity. There are also several non-financial methods of 
sharing the gains. (Paras 107-110) 

VI. INCENTIVES 
20. Incentive is a. device for increasing productiviiy and 

sharing the gains of the increase. Among the various avail~ 
able methods, it is :the cbea~t~ 'iuic~~t ~~ ~~~t. Along 
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-with it, improved work methods and improved organisation 
and planning should also rec:ive first attention since they re
-quire no capita] expenditure. (Paras 112-1 I 6) 

21. Monetary incenti\'e is paid for extra contribution 
-of effort and co-operation, as distinct from the nonnal wages 
which take note of the charncteri sties of the job itself. 
Hence, wages and incentives can together take account of both 
the job characteristics and the workers' application to the job .. 
{Paras 116-122) 

22. The performance-based system of payment is mol'e 
~Omplex than that based entirely on attendance. (Para 124) 

23. Incentive schemes are devices for coinciding the 
interests of the workers with those of the organisation and 
-can be devised to fulfil various objectives though the most 
·common objective is to increase output. (Paras 125-129) 

24. In measuring performance for the purpose of 
payment of incentives, a number of considerations need t() be 
kept in view. (Paras 130-131) 

25. Incorrect standards do incalculable_ harm to the 
-concept as well as the operation of incentives. Hence, correct 
-standards should be set by using industrial engineering tech-
:niques. (Para 132) 

26. The period for assessment of performance for the 
purpose of computing incentive earnings should be as short 
as possible, a day or a shift being the proper period wherever 
practicable. (Paras 133-134) 

.27. Individual incentives are the most effective; but 
_group incentives can also be adopted where special conditions 
Tender individual incentives. difficult to adopt. (Paras 
135-136) 

28. Once incentives are introduced in a plant, it is im
perative to extend them to cover as many of the employees as 
possible (Para 137). . 

29. The four critical performance indices in incentive 
:schemes are : 

(i} The Standard Index, 
(ii) The Reference Index, 
(iii) The Base Index, 
(iv} The Incentive Index. (Para 138) 
30. Since in India the Reference Index is far below· the 

'Standard Index, incentives have to start near about the Re-
ference Index. (Para 139) ' 

31. Incentive should be computed as a certain 
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percentage ·of the basic w<i.ge plus dearness allowance. (Pai'a.s. 
140-141) 

32. In designing the performance~reward relationship, 
a number of considerations have to be kept in mind. 
Different types of relationship are also possible. (Paras. 
143-144) 

33. Multi-factor incentive schemes which measure
workers' performance on more than one factor separately and' 
reward such performance, can also be designed. (Para t 45) 

34. The quantum of incentive earnings should be such, 
that it should not raise the total unit cost of production but 
should reduce it, and, at the same time, should be adequate
to generate motivatiOn. Above the standard performance, it 
should pass on to the worker the entire savings in the labour 
costs. Between the base performance and standard perfor
mance, the rate of incentive should be somewhat lower than 
above. (Para 146) 

35. Various kinds of safeguards to·protect the interests. 
of workers as well as of the organisatio'tl should be provided 
in the col1ective agreement on incentives. (Paras 148~149) 

36. The worker expects an equitabie adjustment for 
failure to meet the set performance levels due to causes 
beyond his control such as lack of materials, breakdown or 
equipment, lack of orders, etc. Such adjustment can be· 
ensured by : 

(i) including a factor of adjustment for lost time in the· 
standards and norms themselves where the time loss. 
~ such as can be averaged out over a period of time
by reference to the records. 

(ii) paying for the lost time at the normal wage rate
without incentive ; 

(iii) paying for the lost time at the average incentive rate-
for the time actually worked. . 

(iv) In case of piece rates, providing certain pre
determined fa.ll~back wage rates. (Paras 15()..152) 

37. Rate-cutting undermines the confidence of workers
.0 an incentive scheme and hence defeats the purpose of the 
~heme. Hence, the incentive norms and standards or !he-

. rates should be guaranteed. The scheme should provide-
plece measuring of jobs affected by any significant change in._ 
for re tbods materia1s machine processes, toots, etc. (Paras. 
theme • ' 
!53-156). . ' . 
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38. In existing schemes, if standards are faulty, it may 
be possible to correct , .them ; but in doing so care must be 
taken to suitably compensate workers who may be adversely 
affected by such corrections. (Para 157) 

, • 39. Incentive schemes are not a method of increasing or 
decreasing wages or of justifying low wages. Existence or 
absence of an incentive scheme should not have any effect 
upon the basic wage wh!ch should be governed entirely by the 
characteristics of the job. (Paras l 58~ 160) 

40. It is unnecessary to establish any arbitrary ceilings. 
on incentive earnings to limit human exertion. However, 
technical grounds like safety. of workers or equipment or 
requirements of quality may justify, under proper circum
stances, ceilings to limit performance to levels below human 
capacity. (Paras 161-163) 

41. Gains of technological change should also be 
shared with workers through one or more of the following 
methods: 

(i) Increase in wages of concerned workers, 
(ii) Lump~sum payments, 
(iii) Larger share in various bonuses and production

sharingfcost~saving schemes. (Paras 164-167). 
42. Various kinds of non-financial incentives are also 

known to motivate workers and these should be properly 
used simultaneously with monetary incentives. (Para 168) 

VII. TRAINING FACILITIES 
43. Training at different levels and in specific areas 

plays a vital role in contributing to higher productivity. The 
main areas of training are :-

(i) Craftsman Training, 
(ii) Supervisory/Foremanship Training, 
(iii) Scientific and Technological Training, 
(iv) Management Training, 
(v) Training of Professional Industrial Engineers, 
(vi) Trade Union Training (Para 169) 
44.. The rapid growth of science and technology makes 

it necessary to provide adequate retraining programmes for 
craftsmen who have already been employed in industry_ 
(Paras 170-171) 
, . 45. The supervisors in industry play an imp?rt~t role
in determining the performance of the whole organ_JsatJon ~d 
they have to deal with a variety of aspects ; technical, soctal 
and human. The training of the supervisors, therefore,. 
requires to be given sufficient importance. (Paras 172-174) 
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46. A large number of institutions are today engaged 
in education and training in the field of science and techno· 
logy. management and industrial engineering. These institu· 
1ions are making valuable contribution to productivity by 
supplying industry with personnel of the required training and 
-competence and also raising the performance of the per-· 
:sonnet already in employment by offering them opportunities 
for training in their respective specialities. (Paras 175-180) 

47. To enable trade unionists to understand the prob
lems of productivity and the techniques used, to overcome 
their misgivings regarding the consequences of rising produc
tivity and to enable them to play a positive role 
in the productivity campaign. facilities to give them 
1raining in productivity--need to be expanded. All the agen· 
-cies presently engaged in trade union education work should 
_give due importance to productivity in their courses. The 
.Central Trade Union Organisations have a special responsi· 
.biJity in this respect. (Paras 181-186) 

VIII. USE OF PRODUCTIVITY TECHNIQUES IN 
INDUSTRIES IN INDIA . 

48. From replies received from about 87 well established 
-companies with relatively sophisticated management to a 
,questionnaire issued by the NPC for the purpose of a survey, 
the following conclusions about -the use of productivity 
-techniques in industries in India can be drawn : (Paras 
187-I9q) ' 

(i) Industrial engineering techniques are used over a 
wide area of operations, but not much in depth. · 

(ii) The personnel entrusted. with the application of 
productivity techniques is not always adequately 
trained therein. 

(iii) Work-measurement is primarily appJied to produc
tion jobs and not much to other kinds of jobs. 
Time study is the most widely used method for this 
purpose. 

(iv) The proposals evolved by work-study are often not 
implemented, resistance by middle management 
being the most common cause thereof. Non:.. 
cooperation by labour or indifference of top 
management are not serious obstacles in implemen· 
tation. 

(.v) Among the responding companies the use.of incen;. 
tive schemes is common on production jobs but 
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infrequent on other kinds of jobs. Increases of" 
30-50 per cent in output and 25-45 per cent in 
earnings have been generally achieved., Starting. 
point of incentive earnings is usually betWeen 40-60 
pei cent performance. 

(vi) The frequency of information to workers on their 
incentive performance generaJiy ranges from daily to· 
monthly. 

(vii) Use of other techniques like Job Evaluation, PERT,. 
Operations Research, etc. is not very common even 
in this relatively sophisticated sample. (Paras. 
191-200) 

IX. PRODUCTIVITY AND TECHNOLOGY 
49. While technology in the long run opens up the 

gates to virtually limitless productivity, the adoption of" 
any particular level of technology in a given situation 
has to take into account a number of factors : economic.. 
social and human. (Paras 201-202) 

SO. The displacement of labour by advancing techno
logy is a problem which calls for effective action in the
following ways : 

(i) Sufficient advance planning of the change and full 
·advance consultation with aU groups that are likely 
to be affected by change ; ·' 

(ii) phasing the introduction or the change so that the
displacement of labour can be balanced either with 
the overall growth of the -industry or with other 
factors like natural wastage, ·retraining for employ
ment in other industries, and so on ; 

(iii) reduction in the hours of work ; · · · 
· (iv) i..dequate facilities for training in. the new skills and 

operating techniques for _the changed technology ; 
(v) .. _extensive .measures of social security so that the 

unavoidable redundancy of labour will not cause
. · excessive hardship to the workers concerned · 
.(vi) high purchasing power in the community as ~whole. 

(Paras 203-204) c • c 

51 .. Adoption of higher technology is not a substitute for 
-~he use of proper productivity techniques to ensure the best 
possible use of existing resources. (Para 205) 

X. HUMAN FACTORS IN PRODUCTIVITY 
52. Factors which hamper productivity ofworkCrs are:: 
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(1) Poor standards of nutrition (Para 210) 
(ii) Poor living conditions (Para 21 J) 

(iii) The traditional management assumptions that work
ers are naturally lazy, irresponsible and incapable · 
of making any positive contributions to their jobs. 
These assumptions inhibit any positive response 
from workers and trade unions· to productivity 
efforts. (Para 212-214) 

(iv) .. (a) Unsatisfactory industrial relations which make 
it extremely difficult to introduce productivity 
techniques smoothly and successfully. To pro
mote sound industrial relations the employers 
::nd workers should build up the proper 
attitudes and , traditions of resolving their 
differ::!ces on a bipartite : basis.·, .This requires 
a certr in degree of mutual recognition! .between 
both the sides. 

(b) 1 he present administrative machinery for dealing 
with industrial disputes is not adequately equip-
ped to handle problems -of ·technical nature 
which are involved in the field of productivity. 
This- make~ .. it all the more important. that 
employers keen on productivity should purpose

. fully seek sound- bipartite reJa~ons with the 
organisations of their employees. 

(c)· The question. _needs to be. Carefull)'' e:Xa~ined 
. whether the present industrial relations law 

and machinery, inhibit the· growth. of sound 
bipartite relations between labour and manage-
ment. {Paras.215-218) . · 

(b) 

Trade unions· must evolve some Satisfactory 
methods for resolving, at least at the unit level, 
the problem of their mutual rivalry since such 
rivalry does much harm -1o ·' productivity. 
(Para 219) 
Trade unioils must aiso deVelop within them
selves the necessary specialised knowledge and 
expertise in productivity techniques both for 
protecting the interests of their members and 
for playing a positive role in productivity. 
(Para 220) 

53. The decision of the 15th session of the Indian 
Labour Conference on rationalisation which sought to allay 
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1he fears and apprehensions of WofkerS- regarding Ioss·of 
-employment and excessive workloads, has not proved effective 
in actual practice. (Paras 221-223) 

54. ·special attention must be paid to the motivation 
of workers since that is the decisive positive factor in raising 
1heir productivity. Human factors like workers' individual, 
:social and psychological needs are important in their· motiva· 
:tion. (Paras 224-226) 

55. Workers- can inake ·a positive contribution to 
"Productivity if their active cooperation is sought and enlisted 
·tor~~ ...... 1Jft1ose through appropriate institutional framework 
like joint productivity com:.· •• :~~-:-:~ qnd through suggestion 
'SyStems, etc. (Paras 227-232) 

56. Attitudes and skiUs of supervisors have much 
influence on the attitudes and performance of workers under 
-~::em. Proper training of supervisors is, therefore, important. 
(Para. 231) 

XI. THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT 
57. The Government must pursue policies which will 

.COntribute to the growth of a social, political and economic 
-climate in the country conducive to the rapid and continuing 
growth of production and productivity and equitable distri
bution of the same. (Para 233-234) 

58. The objective of increasing productivity must be 
Taised to the level of a high national purpose and the regula· 
tion of industrial relations as well as policies in other related 
""fields should be oriented towards this objective. Especially, 
it must be ensured that the workers get their due share in 
the benefits of rising productivity and their status in the 
"Social and political set up in the country is paid due atten-
1ion to. (Paras 235-236) . 

59. The Government must take purposeful steps to 
improve the nutritional _standards. ~d living conditions of 
workers 80 as to raise tbe1r. producbv1ty. (Para 237) 

60 The industrial relations legislation and administra
tion in ·the countrY should be so conceived as to promote 
'SOund collective bargaining even at the risk of some possible 
industrial conflicts. (Para 238) 

61 Specialised bodies working in the field of producti
vity lik~ the NPC, the LPCs,_ the training institutes in pro
-ductivity etc. should be prov1ded the means to extend tbeir 
activities at the shop-floor level. (Para 239) 

62. Research in all aspects of productivity needs to 
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',be pro~ 8lfd'tltag!d on the widest possible scale so
that approaches and methods best suited to Indian ·conditions. 
can be developed and. made available to industry .. , The 
public sector should play a particularly active role in this.. 
respect., (Para 240). 

63. The Government should provide specialised, techni-
cally competent, independent and impartial agencies to assist 
employers and trade unions in handling productivity problem_ 
and_resolving disputes arising therefrom. (Para 241) 


